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ABSTRACT
This research explicated the use of exploratory data
analysis in describing type II diabetes mellitus among the
Navajo Indians.

A sample of 98 diagnosed diabetics was

obtained from a retrospective chart review and had a 1.3:1
female to male ratio, a median age of 58.6 years, and a
mean duration for diabetes of 7.66 years.

Other

characteristics included a median age at diagnosis of 50
years, a median weight prior to diagnosis (expressed in!.
percent desired weight) of 140%, and a median blood glucose
value at time of diagnosis of 241 mg/dl.
The distribution patterns for age, weight, and blood
glucose revealed several asymmetry problems which had
implications for the appropriateness of using parametric
statistics in numerical summarizations.

Bivariate analyses

revealed a negative association between age at diagnosis and
percent desired weight prior to diagnosis.

This finding

identifies the risk that obesity brings to the young and
that aging brings to the non-obese, Navajo Indian.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this research was to identify the
distribution patterns of selected characteristics of type II
noninsulin dependent diabetes among Navajo Indians using
exploratory data analysis techniques.

Epidemiology's

agent-host-environment triad was used as the study's
conceptual framework.

The two host factors of age and sex

were analyzed for their demographic distributions.

The

environmental factor of life-style, as represented by
weight, was analyzed for its association with the age and
sex factors.

Blood glucose value at time of diagnosis was

included in the analysis as a potential interactive variable
with the host and environmental factors.
In this chapter, evidence for an "epidemic" of type
II diabetes among American Indians and reasons for
increasing prevalence rates are briefly reviewed as the
basis for confirming the need for research on type II
diabetes among American Indians.

In addition, the method of

exploratory data analysis is summarized.
Type II Diabetic Prevalence Among American Indians
Type II diabetes mellitus is second only to physical
examinations as the most frequent reason for clinic visits
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in the Indian Health Service (Morgan, 1984).

Increased

rates of type II diabetes among some American Indian tribes
has reached almost epidemic proportions with a concomitant
increase in associated complications (Sievers, 1966;
Frohman, Doeblin, & Emerlin, 1969; West, 1974; 1978;
Judkins, 1978; Bennett & Knowler, 1979; Knowler, Pettitt,
Bennett, & Williams, 1983; Rate et al., 1983).

The

diabetic death rate for American Indians between 1978-1980
was 21.1/100,000 compared with a diabetic death rate for the
United States of 15.1/100,000 (Morgan, 1984).

These data

are especially revealing, considering that prior to 1940
diabetes was rare among American Indians (West, 1974;
Bennett, 1977; Knowler, et al., 1983).
The prevalence of type II diabetes among the various
Indian tribes varies considerably.

Alaska's Athabaskan

Indians had a 1.5% reported prevalence rate in 1969, for
adults age 20 and over, and a 3.1% rate for those age 40 and
over (Mouratoff, Carroll, & Scott, 1969).

Arizona's Pima

Indians, by contrast, had a reported prevalence rate for
adults over age 34 of 50%, with 69% of females between ages
55-64 being diabetic (Bennett, Burch, & Miller, 1971a;
Bennett, Rushforth, Miller, & LeCompte, 1976).

Other

reported American Indian diabetic prevalence rates include
39% of Mandan full bloods, 23% of Arickara full bloods, and
21% of Hidatsa full bloods, age 35 and over (Brosseau,
Eelkema, Crawford, & Abe, 1979), 34% of Cocopah age 35 and
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over (Henry, Burch, Bennett, & Miller, 1969), 31% of
Cherokee age 35 and over (Stein, West, Robey, Tirador, &
McDonald, 1965), 25% of Zuni age 45 and over (Long, 1978),
22% of Seneca age 25 and over (Doeblin, Evans, Ingall,
Frohman, & Bannerman, 1969), and 12% of Paiute and 11% of
Washoe age 14 and over (Bartha, Burch, & Bennett, 1973).
By comparison, diabetes affects from 1-4% of
populations in developed countries with those age 40 and
over having 5-10% prevalence rates (Bennett, 1983a; Hamman,
1983).

The National Commission on Diabetes estimated that

in the early 1970's there were over 10,000,000 diagnosed and
undiagnosed diabetics in the United States representing 5%
of the total population (National Institutes of Health
[NIH], 1976).
Numerous problems are associated with interpretation
and comparison of these prevalence rates centering primarily
on research design issues.

The number of subjects and their

representativeness is of major concern.

Operational

definitions of diabetes or "glucose intolerance" vary widely
and may include dependence on physician chart notes,
reliance on different diagnostic criteria such as glycosuria
versus blood glucose levels, and use of clinical symptoms.
Variation in diagnostic and prevalence rate procedures
include use of clinic and/or hospital records, autopsies,
screenings, and extrapolation from morbidity and mortality
reports.

Sometimes there has been confusion over the
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correct use of such labels as prevalence (those already with
the condition at a specified point in time) versus incidence
(those who have developed the condition during a specified
time period), as well as differences in the denominator
figure used for the incidence or prevalence rate.

Another

major problem in comparing prevalence rates among groups is
the difference in age ranges used to calculate the rates.
This is well demonstrated in the studies presented above on
American Indian diabetic prevalence which reported rates
based on ages ranging from 14-55 years and above.
Changes in the classification of diabetes over the
past several decades has affected who is now labeled
diabetic.

New category labels such as "impaired glucose

tolerance" or "previous abnormality of glucose tolerance"
have replaced older classifications such as chemical,
senile, and secondary diabetes.

As a result, different

groups of individuals are represented in calculated
prevalence rates depending on the classification scheme
used.
Another problem in comparing and analyzing diabetic
prevalence rates is the potential for error in clinical
testing procedures.

Examples of such errors include use of

different glucose loads, improper screening preparation,
medication interference, whole blood versus plasma specimen
sources, glucose load versus normal meal, different sample
collection times, and variation in follow-up activities.
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Finally, two important issues with specific
relevance for American Indian diabetic studies are time
frames and degree of Indian blood.

Many studies were

conducted 20 years ago, yet their findings are frequently
grouped with more current results without clear
specification of the different time frames.

Many studies

also represent full blood Indians - either by controlled
design or serendipitously - while others represent varying
ranges of admixture with Indians of different tribes, as
well as non-Indians (cf. Brosseau, et al., 1979; Mouratoff
et al., 1969; and Henry et al., 1969).
Despite these methodological problems in comparing
prevalence rates among American Indian tribes, there is
ample evidence to suggest that type II diabetes is a major
health problem that is increasing in almost epidemic
proportions.

West (1974) has documented this increase in a

comprehensive review of the American Indian diabetic
prevalence and manifestation studies done between
1940-1974.

Except for research on the Pima Indians of

Arizona, few well designed epidemiological studies have been
reported in the intervening decade.
A review of the recent literature indicates implicit
acceptance of high diabetic prevalence rates among American
Indian groups.

Contemporary studies tend to focus on

factors associated with these high rates, such as obesity,
degree of Indian blood, diet, and diabetic complications.
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Verification of continuing increases in prevalence rates
tends to come from data on clinic utilization patterns,
morbidity associated with diabetic complications, and
diabetic mortality reports.
Reasons for Increasing
Type II Diabetic Prevalence Rates
There appears to be evidence for increasing type II
diabetic prevalence rates among traditional groups
worldwide who have moved, or are moving, toward an
industrialized life-style (West, 1974; Baba, Goto, & Fukui,
1976; Zimmet, Taft, Guinea, Guthrie, & Thoma, 1977; Bennett
& Knowler, 1979; Zimmet, 1983).

The primary causes offered

for this rise include a "thrifty genotype," or ability to
store calories in response to fluctuating fcod resources
(Neel, 1962); obesity, due to adoption of a nontraditional
diet, in conjunction with decreased physical activity; and
an increased life-span.
Neel (1962) has hypothesized that early hunters and
gatherers, faced with frequently fluctuating feast-or-famine
states, may have evolved an ability to increase their
bodyfat storage as a survival mechanism during periods of
increased food intake.

Body fat storage was accomplished by

producing higher, or more efficient, insulin secretion
levels in response to food.

(Insulin allows the utilization

of blood glucose for cellular energy thereby inhibiting the
use of fat stores in the body for cellular energy.)

As a
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steady food supply became the norm, the high levels of
insulin produced unduly depressed blood glucose levels
resulting in hunger and a continuously excessive food
intake.

Unlike the feast-or-famine days, when excess weight

was periodically burned up, excess weight today results in
chronic obesity and diabetes.

In addition, recent research

suggests that hyperinsulinemia is accompanied by resistance
to insulin's action on glucose utilization (Reaven,
Bernstein, Davis, & Olefsky, 1976; Nagulesparan, Savage,
Unger, & Bennett, 1979).
Decreased physical activity has occurred among many
tribal groups, due to mechanization.

At the same time,

these groups have adopted a nontraditional diet having high
concentrations of refined carbohydrates.

This has resulted

in excessive weight gains among many formerly lean American
Indians.
Increased life-spans are beginning to occur among
many tribal groups, due to improved health conditions.
Unfortunately, longer life-spans are accompanied by
susceptibility to chronic diseases such as type II
diabetes.

Since type II diabetes usually begins after the

age of 40 - with prevalence rates tending to peak after age
50 - life-spans have to be long enough for type II diabetes
and its complications to be expressed.

The life-span of

American Indians, like most traditional groups worldwide,
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has increased enough for type II diabetes to occur in ever
growing numbers among this population.

Type II Diabetic Prevalence Among Nava.jo Indians
Most American Indian tribes in the United States
have had a comparatively long and intensive contact with the
acculturative influences of a Western European life-style.
This contact, especially in terms of diet changes and
technological aids, has been suggested as the major
precipitating factor in type II diabetes among American
Indians.

The Navajo Indian tribe, because of its history,

size, and isolated geographic location, has lagged behind
others in this acculturation process.
The Navajos are the largest American Indian tribe in
the United States with over 160,000 people living on a
scenically spectacular, rugged and relatively remote 25,000
square mile reservation which covers parts of northeastern
Arizona, northwestern New Mexico, and southeastern Utah.
Most Navajos still speak their native language and pursue a
largely traditional life-style in terms of subsistence,
diet, religious beliefs and health-illness practices.
Acculturative influences are, however, becoming more
apparent including decreased physical activity and dietary
changes.
Studies on the prevalence and distribution of type
II diabetes among the Navajo are rare, outdated, and suspect
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in their research design and method of data collection-

The

one study located which attempted to formally document
diabetic prevalence (Saiki & Rimoin, 1968) relied on a
retrospective analysis of hospital discharges over a 5 year
period and included only 105 diabetic subjects.

This study,

along with more informal or nonstructured ones (Salsbury,
1937, 1947; Joslin, 1940; Cohen, 1954), indicated that
diabetes - at least before 1940 - was "vanishingly rare"
among the Navajos (Saiki & Rimoin, 1968, p. 4).
If acculturation influences, longer life-spans, and
higher risk for type II diabetes are factors confronting
the Navajos, available knowledge suggests they are
vulnerable to the epidemic currently reported to be
occurring among other traditional groups.

The lack of

diabetic epidemiological research on this high risk
population warrants special attention.
Exploratory Data Analysis Method
A brief review of the exploratory data analysis
(EDA) method is included in this overview because this study
on Navajo diabetics has a special emphasis on the techniques
associated with EDA as the vehicle by which the data are
presented.

EDA is a set of techniques designed to look at

the complete range of a dataset's patterns of distribution.
The exploratory nature of EDA is specifically designed to
uncover alternative distribution patterns that the usual
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confirmatory statistical procedures are not designed to
discover.

Unlike the statistical approach of confirmatory

data analysis (CDA), which usually prespecifies an expected
pattern or relationship, EDA makes no assumptions about the
nature of a distribution.
Methodologically, EDA relies on the dual components
of visual or graphical displays and resistant statistics
(Hartwig, 1979).

Visual displays enable easy discernment of

patterns and relationships as they actually exist and not as
the result of having been forced into a pattern or
relationship.

This latter possibility can occur with the

use of statistics to numerically summarize the data which
assume a linear relationship.
The value of resistant statistics can be understood
by comparing them to nonresistant statistics.

Resistant

statistics, which include such numerical summaries as
medians and midspreads, are less sensitive to extreme
values in a dataset than nonresistant statistics, which
include means and standard deviations.

As a result,

resistant statistics can more accurately describe the bulk
of a dataset that includes extreme values than can
nonresistant statistics.

EDA is not intended to replace CDA, although visual
displays and resistant statistics can be used effectively as
the primary means by which the patterns and relationships of
a dataset are described.

Typically, EDA is most useful, and
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essential, as the foundation stone for CDA (Tukey, 1977).
One reason for this is EDA's strength in visually presenting
the shape of a dataset's distribution.

Most statistics used

in CDA require, as an important underlying assumption, the
existence of a symmetrically shaped distribution.

EDA

permits the testing of this critical assumption as well as
the identification of potential need to reexpress the data
for other unanticipated patterns and for additional analyses
(Hartwig & Dearing, 1979).

To summarize, EDA is a method of analysis which
relies on visual displays and nonresistant statistics to
identify and describe the patterns and relationships in a
dataset.

The knowledge gained from obtaining a clear and

comprehensive picture of the location, spread, and shape of
a dataset's distribution is the basis for identifying the
appropriate CDA statistics and reexpression techniques
needed in more detailed analyses.
Research Purpose
The purpose of this study was to explore the
distribution patterns of selected characteristics of type II
Navajo diabetics.

The graphical methods of exploratory data

analysis were used to identify the structure of the data's
distribution patterns.
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Significance to Nursing
The shift from infectious to chronic diseases, as
the major contributor to morbidity and mortality statistics,
has produced a concomitant shift in the measures used to
deal with disease.

Chronic diseases are especially amenable

to prevention and health promotion practices.

In

recognition of this dramatic change in the pattern of
killing and disabling diseases, the first Surgeon General's
Report on Health Promotion and Disease Prevention (U.S.
Department of Health, Education and Welfare, [USDHEW], 1979)
was issued with the express goal of ushering in a "second
public health revolution..." (p. vii).

In actuality, this

mandate for prevention and health promotion was anticipated
in certain sectors of the health care community (see
especially Leavell & Clark, 1965) and has always been a
major focus of Community Health Nursing.
Community Health Nursing's commitment to the health
and well-being of the community as a whole (Freeman, 1970;
Williams, 1977) inevitably required the broader perspective
of promotion and prevention, as well as restoration
(Goeppinger, 1984) since the complete spectrum from ill and
disabled to disabled and healthy exists in any community.
Community health nurses carry out their purposes and goals
within the scientific framework of the nursing process as
applied to community health problems.

The entire nursing

process of assessment, analysis, diagnosis, implementation,
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and evaluation cannot be carried out without a sound,
well-researched database.

To assume or hypothesize

prevalence rates and distribution patterns inevitably
weakens all phases of the nursing process.
The lack of an accurate database, including the
prevalence rate, dataset patterns, and factors associated
with the distribution of type II diabetes among the Navajos,
can affect all phases of health program planning designed to
promote health and prevent illness.

To begin with,

analysis of the assessment data features the identification
of available community strengths and weaknesses relative to
the condition under consideration.

If one of the

community's strengths, for example, is a strong commitment
to the support of its elderly, and the condition under
study involves this group, the commitment can be tapped as
a resource.

When analysis of the condition under study

does not include such data, the assessment of a community's
strengths and limitations is inadequate.
Community health diagnosis features not only the
community's health needs, but factors contributing to that
health need.

Identification of causal and associated

factors are necessary because planned nursing interventions
are aimed at ameliorating the identified factors.

In this

way treatment of causes, rather than symptoms of ill
health, is achieved.

Finally, evaluation of results is

dependent on observable, measured changes.

Without
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accurate baseline figures, from which a predicted amount of
change can be forecast as a result of a nursing
intervention strategy, program evaluation is not possible.
As the National Commission on Diabetes (NIH, 1976) puts it,
"...improved health and vital statistics data gathering and
reporting are essential to accurately document the
magnitude and impact of the disease and its complications
so that...progress toward control and ultimate prevention
can be measured" (p. 7).
Summary
Current evidence suggests that type II diabetes is
a major and growing health problem among American Indians.
There is a lack of accurate current epidemiological data on
the Navajo Indians' diabetic status in particular.

This

lack precludes the possibility of successfully implementing
Community Health Nursing programs designed to promote health
and prevent disease.

Therefore, a study designed to con

tribute to a better understanding of type II diabetes among
the Navajos is essential if nursing is to assume its
rightful role in providing health care to an important
segment of this country's people.
While the ultimate goal of this study is the
improved health status of Navajos at high risk for type II
diabetes, there is the potential concomitant benefit that
all population groups at risk for type II diabetes will
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benefit from studies on American Indian tribes.

The high

prevalence rate of type II diabetes among American Indian
groups provides the absolute numbers needed, or preferred,
for certain types of epidemiological studies.

The relative

homogeneity of American Indian groups is a major advantage
for research studies on the genetics of diabetes.

Finally,

ongoing acculturation processes provide opportunities to
research the effect of environmental factors on the
expression of type II diabetes in different ecological
settings.
In summary, the material covered in this chapter
indicates that type II diabetes has become a major health
problem for American Indians.

The primary reasons

hypothesized for this health risk are genetic predisposition
and increased obesity as the result of changing life-style.
The Navajo Indians are just beginning to evidence these
predisposing risk factors but little is known of their
diabetic epidemiological patterns.

Rationale for a nursing

research study on type II diabetes among the Navajos centers
on the necessity for an adequate and accurate database as
the foundation on which to develop, plan and implement
appropriate nursing interventions.
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CHAPTER 2
CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
In this chapter the conceptual framework for this
study on diabetes among the Navajos is presented, followed
by a discussion of the primary factors associated with type
II diabetic occurrence among American Indians.

Based on

the conceptual framework, these factors include race, age,
sex, weight, and blood glucose levels.
Overview
The distribution of a disease or condition in a
population and the identification of factors influencing
this distribution is the foundation of epidemiology (Kark,
1974).

Early epidemiology models featured single cause-

single effect relationships when the predominant cause of
death was due to infectious diseases (Dever, 1980).

As

diseases with more complex etiologies came under study,
epidemiology models were revised to reflect multiple causessingle effect conditions (Kark, 1974; Dever, 1980).
The emergence of chronic diseases, as the leading
contributors to morbidity and mortality (Marshall & Pearson,
1972), has required additional changes in epidemiological
models.

Chronic diseases tend to have multiple causes and

multiple effect relationships.

Inherent in multiple cause
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and effect models is epidemiology's dual focus on the
demographic features of disease distribution and the factors
influencing that distribution (Kark, 1974; Friedman, 1980).
Epidemiology's triad of agent-host-environment is a
useful pedagogical tool for organizing the analysis of cause
and effect factors associated with the distribution of type
II diabetes.

The agent in type II diabetes is some form of

insulin abnormality.

Host and environmental factors are not

always easily separated, but examples of the former include
race, age, and sex.

A primary environmental factor is

life-style, which in this study is accepted as being a major
contributor to obesity.

As predisposing elements, host and

environmental factors interact to affect how the. disease
condition is expressed.

One facet of diabetic expression is

the blood glucose level, which will be discussed in the
literature review along with the predisposing risk factors
of race, age, sex, and weight (see Figure 1).
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Host Factors Associated with Type II Diabetes
West (1978) has reviewed at least 30 factors which
have been associated with the occurrence of type II diabetes
(see also Zimmet, 1983 for a later, smaller review).
Included are such broad categories as genetics, nutrition,
economics, and sociocultural factors.

Many of the factors

subsumed within the categories are interrelated.

For

example, the nutrition category includes caloric amount,
type of calories, frequency of meals, degree of exercise,
and obesity.
Factors having the most consistent and greatest
degree of association with type II diabetes among American
Indians include race, age, sex, and weight.

The studies on

these factors will be the focus of the research reviewed on
American Indian diabetes with the goal of incorporating the
reported research findings into the conceptual framework
for the study design and analysis of Navajo type II
diabetics.
Race
Studies as early as 1885 identified differences in
rates of diabetes among ethnic groups (West, 1978).
Uncertainty prevailed as to whether these differences were
due to environmental or genetic factors.

The early reports

on American Indian diabetes, based primarily on
nonsystematic studies, indicated little evidence of diabetes
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among the various tribal groups.

For example, a physician

working with the Indian Health Service (IHS) reported only
one case of diabetes among the Navajo and Apache Indians he
treated during 1930-1932 (Hancock, 1933).

Another physician

serving the Navajo reported equally low races of one
diabetic in more than 5,000 hospital admissions (Salsbury,
1937) and five diabetics in 25,000 hospital admissions over
a 20 year period (Salsbury, 1947).
Joslin, in 1940, estimated that diabetes among
Indians living in Arizona was just as common as among the
rest of the state's population, which he placed at ten
percent.

However, the various tribes Joslin surveyed

contributed different absolute and proportionate numbers to
the prevalence rate.

Pima Indians had the largest number of

reported diabetics (N=21) while Comanches and Lagunae had
the least (N=l each).

Only four Navajo diabetics were

reported for the entire state.

Joslin's 10% figure seems

high and is suspect, given that inadequate information was
provided on how the numbers were obtained and on how the
rate was determined.

Cohen (1954) in a retrospective chart

review of 2,008 admissions to Arizona's Phoenix Medical
Center between 1950-1952, found prevalence rates for
southwestern Indians beginning as low as less than 1% for
Apaches from Ft. Apache to a high of 3.2% for Pimas.
Two contributing factors for the reported low
prevalence rates among Arizona's Indians at that time were
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the infrequent use of clinical testing for diabetes and the
disproportionate number of infants and children seen at the
IHS hospitals in which the studies were conducted.

Still,

West (1974) believed that the paucity of diabetes among
American Indian groups before 1940 was real.
One of the first clear indications that diabetes
was on the rise for American Indians came in a 1960s study
on the Cherokees of North Carolina (Stein, et al., 1965).
Thirty-six percent of the total adult Indian population over
34 years of age (N = 238 females, N = 210 males) on the
Cherokee reservation was tested.

The study was remarkable

for its time in that a glucose challenge test was used for
the screening which only the 1964 National Health
Examination Survey had employed previously for
epidemiological analysis.

The known Cherokee diabetic

prevalence rate had been 17.2%, while newly diagnosed
diabetics constituted an additional 11.8% of the study
population.
The Cherokees' startling high prevalence rate was
soon displaced by studies on the Pima Indians of Arizona
where prevalence rates of 40% for males and 50% for females
over the age of 40 years were found (Miller, Burch, Bennett,
& Steinberg, 1965; Genuth, Bennett, Miller, & Burch, 1967;
Miller, Bennett, & Burch, 1968; Bennett, Burch, & Miller,
1971; Knowler, Bennett, Hamman, & Miller, 1978; Knowler et
al., 1983).

Pima Indian data are especially valuable
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because of the quality of its underlying research methods.
The many studies on Pima diabetes represent longitudinal
designs, use of periodic two-year glucose tolerance testing
combined with medical record reviews, and excellent sample
sizes.

In one report, a total of 3,733 Pimas, representing

78% of the total number of eligible subjects, constituted
the study sample.
By comparison, systematic studies on Navajo
diabetes are severely deficient in both number and study
design.

This deficiency may be due, in part, to the early

reports already cited of very low to nonexistent diabetic
cases.

Other probable causes include the size and relative

remoteness of the Navajo reservation, the seminomadic
life-style and other cultural characteristics, and the high
turnover rates of physicians in IHS facilities on the
reservation who tended to produce the early Navajo
epidemiological studies.
An example of the methods used to estimate Navajo
diabetic prevalence rates is provided by Siever's 1966
study.

Exact study design details are lacking.

But from

the information presented, an estimated Navajo diabetic
prevalence rate of "about 1%" (p. 1078) was based on adult
patients admitted to the medical service of the Phoenix
Public Health Service Indian Hospital between 1957-1964.
information was provided on how the diagnosis of diabetes
was made, nor to what extent the hospitalized patients

No
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represented reservation or nonreservation Navajos, nor the
basis of the denominator figure for the reported rate.

Yet

Siever's figure has been widely quoted as evidence of the
low rate of diabetic prevalence for the Navajos.
A study design similar to Siever's was used in the
only study located which attempted to identify a basic
epidemiological pattern for Navajo diabetes.

In 1968,

Saiki and Rimoin reported on a retrospective analysis of
discharges from the Fort Defiance Public Health Service
Indian Hospital between July 1958 and June 1963.

Of 17,557

discharges, 105 records included a diagnosis of diabetes.
These figures produced an estimated diabetic prevalence rate
of 0.9% for patients over 20 years of age and 2.3% for
patients over 40 years of age.
Saiki and Rimoin (1968) also analyzed the
association between sex and age of diagnosis; between
weight, sex, and age; and between complications and age at
onset of diagnosis.

Their summary comment noted that "...in

contrast to previous reports, diabetes mellitus is not
'vanishingly rare1 among the Navajo" (p. 4).

On the other

hand, they noted that the disease was extremely mild with
few complications and that the marked hyperglycemia of
Navajo diabetics "...appears to be a relatively isolated
benign chemical abnormality..." (p. 1).
The interpretation of "mild diabetes" for the
Navajo seemed to confirm two earlier studies on Navajo
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diabetic complications.

In an analysis of Navajo mortality

records, R. L. Smith (1957) found deaths from the
cardiovascular system and from diabetes mellitus to be
substantially fewer than statistically expected.

A decade

later, Prosnitz and Mandell (1967) reported their findings
on Navajo diabetic vascular complications.

The study

included direct clinical assessment of 78 Navajo diabetics
seen at the Tuba City Hospital between July 1963 and June
1965.

Their results indicated that "...the group tended to

be remarkably free of the vascular complications usually
associated with this disease" (p. 705).
Some 15 years later this complacency about the
mildness of Navajo diabetes was eroded as the result of a
study by Rate et al. (1983).

Their research design

included clinical assessment combined with a record review
of all (N = 137) the "...Hopi and Navajo Indians known to
have diabetes mellitus..." (p. 894), who attended the
diabetic clinic at the Reams Canyon Indian Health Service
Hospital between July 1979 and June 1980.

Some

epidemiological analysis was performed on the data including
duration of diabetes, age, sex, and body mass index (a
measure of obesity), along with a selected number of
microvascular complications.

The researchers concluded

that the 60 Navajo and 77 Hopi in the study were just as
susceptible to the retinopathy, nephropathy, peripheral
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neuropathy, and peripheral vascular disease, as is typical
of diabetics in other populations.
Since type II diabetes is an especially prevalent
and growing problem for American Indians, studies
documenting the effect on prevalence rates and distribution
as related to racial mixture are particularly informative.
One of the few studies to attempt this assessment featured
the Three Affiliated Tribes of Fort Berthod, North Dakota
(Brosseau et al., 1979).

The health records of all members

of the three tribes who used the IHS clinic (3,715 usable
active Indian charts out of 3,895 total charts, representing
"virtually every member of the...three tribes" [p. 1277])
were reviewed in order to identify the extent of diabetes.
Subjects were accepted as diabetic on the basis of their
clinic record notes.

Study results revealed a diabetic

prevalence rate of 22% for full bloods, a 15% rate for those
with less than full but more than half Indian blood, and a
4% rate for subjects with half or less Indian blood.

The

researchers noted that these differences could not be
attributed to the various groups' life-style, diet, or
environment.

Their recommendation to other researchers was

to consider the heterogeneity of a particular American
Indian group when doing epidemiological analyses.
In another retrospective hospital and clinic chart
review, Drevets (1972) divided his study population of 3,575
Choctaw Indians into a group of full bloods (N = 1,993) and
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a group of mixed bloods (N = 1,582).

The latter group

included those with at least l/8th but less than full
Choctaw blood.

This study population represented all

inpatients and outpatients who utilized the Talinhina
Indian Hospital in southeastern Oklahoma between September
1956 and August 1961.

Full bloods, age 30 years and above,

had a diabetic prevalence rate of 11%.

The diabetic

prevalence rate for mixed bloods of the same age was 6%.
Potential differences in life-styles and environments
between the two groups were not discussed, but full bloods
were identified as having a diet high in carbohydrate and
fat, representing a probable total of 4,000 calories or more
per day.
In summary, diabetic prevalence rates are known to
vary among ethnic groups with American Indians having some
of the highest reported rates in the world.

The one study

located which had the natural field conditions available to
hold constant such external variables as life-style, diet,
and environment, clearly indicated a positive association
between degree of Indian blood and diabetic prevalence rate.

Age
Many studies have documented the increase in
prevalence and incidence of type II diabetes with age.
There is a question as to whether this increase is a result
of aging itself or a product of other factors such as
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obesity and decreasing exercise.

West (1978) also has

pointed out that the age factor is greatly affected by
frequency of testing, by methods used, and especially by
the diagnostic criteria employed.

For example, women tend

to be overrepresented in screening and testing programs and
some researchers estimate prevalence rates on the basis of
an age adjustment in recognition of "normal" decreases in
glucose tolerance over time, while others do not.
In one of the few studies in which an entire
population was available for testing the relationship of age
to risk, Hamman and Miller (1975) found that higher
diabetic incidence rates occurred in the 25-44 year age
group of Pima Indians than in the 45-74 year age group.
Data from other population groups which are not as obese as
the Pimas indicate a later peak incidence, in the 5th
decade, before dropping.

West (1978) cautions that this

apparent decline in old age is probably due to the result of
smaller numbers at risk for which prevalence rates are not
adjusted.
Saiki and Rimoin's (1968) study population of 105
hospitalized Navajo diabetics seemed to deviate some from
the reported demographic pattern of age.

Their diabetic

group had a high percentage of prevalence in the 6th and 7th
decades.

On the other hand, these hospitalized diabetics

probably were not representative of the diabetic population
in the community.
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In summary, there is strong evidence for a positive
association between age and diabetic prevalence in general.
Some evidence suggests, however, that the incidence of new
cases peaks by the 4th or 5th decade before falling.
Sex
The association of sex with diabetic prevalence and
distribution has been documented as varying among
societies, as well as within the same society, over time.
Studies at the turn of the century showed a higher male to
female ratio of diabetes for Europeans and Americans,
sometimes as much as two to three times higher.

By

midcentury these ratios were reversed (Malins, Fitzgerald, &
Wall, 1965; West, 1978; Zimmet, 1983), although in a survey
of Arizona Indian diabetics reported by Joslin in 1940, male
diabetics (N = 42) outnumbered females (N = 29).

Currently,

the World Health Organization (WHO, 1980) reports a 1:1.4
male to female ratio in North America and Western Europe.
This ratio varies widely, however, with age and
environmental factors.
In one study using random sampling to get 19.5% (N
= 745) of rural Samoans and 5.5% (N = 744) of urban Samoans
in selected areas, researchers found that diabetes was more
than twice as common in the rural females than the rural
males (Zimmet, Faaiuso, Ainuu, Whitehouse, Milne, & DeBoer,
1981).

The rural diabetic females were more obese than
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their male counterparts.

But when both sexes were adjusted

to their standard body mass index (BMI), the females still
had a much higher diabetic prevalence rate than the males.
The researchers suggested that differences in exercise,
diet, and stress were possible contributing factors.
On the other hand, 1:1 diabetic sex ratios have
been reported for fully urbanized populations (Zimmet, Taft,
Guinea, Guthrie, & Toma, 1977; Zimmet, Seluka, Collins,
Currie, Wicking, & DeBoer, 1977; Zimmet et al., 1981).

In

the Samoan study cited above, Zimmet et al. (1981) found a
1:1 sex ratio for the urban diabetic group but not for the
rural diabetic group.

West (1978) summarizes the

variations in sex ratio findings by noting that most
deviations in sex ratios from unity are due to differences
in the degree of obesity and frequency of testing.
Whether a real sex ratio difference holds for
American Indian type II diabetics remains to be tested.

The

excellent, extensive longitudinal studies on Pima Indians
provide a beginning opportunity for testing the various
aspects of sex and diabetic prevalence.

Approximately 85%

of 3,035 eligible Pima Indians over the age of four were
included in one study which was carried out between
1965-1969 (Bennett et al., 1971).

In all age ranges over 35

years, females had higher diabetic prevalence rates than
males.

Another study on the general Pima Indian population

revealed that females of all ages were more obese than the
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males of corresponding ages (Bennett & Knowler, 1979).

With

these findings it is not surprising that researchers found
higher levels of obesity for female diabetics than for male
diabetics (Bennett, Knowler, Rushforth, Hamman, & Savage,
1979).
In a later, more detailed, analysis of the
relationship between weight and sex among the Pimas,
prevalence rates for male and female diabetics were
calculated according to body mass index (Knowler, Rushforth,
Savage, & Miller, 1981).

Prevalence rates approached unity

between the two sexes for those diabetics older than 24
years who had a body mass index (BMI) below 35.

For

diabetics with BMIs of 35 and above, there was a 3:1 female
to male ratio.

These data suggest that sex becomes a major

factor in the expression of type II diabetes in conjunction
with excessive amounts of obesity.
One retrospective study on hospitalized Navajo
diabetics (N = 105) had an approximate 1:1 sex ratio (Saiki
&. Rimoin, 1968) while another cross sectional study on
clinic-using Navajo diabetics (N = 60) had a 2:1 female to
male ratio (Rate et al., 1583).

However, due to study

design, neither study group was representative of the
general Navajo diabetic population.
In summary, sex ratios in diabetic prevalence rates
are variable with a tendency for the sex having the
greatest obesity to have the greater diabetic prevalence.
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Other factors contributing to a deviation from unity between
the sexes in reported prevalence rates include study design
in which females may be overrepresented, plus a variety of
environmental factors.
Environmental Factors Associated
with Type II Diabetes
Whereas host factors such as age, sex, and race,
concern elements inherent in the individual which cannot be
changed, environmental factors are external to the
individual.

Of all environmental factors, life-style with

its effect on excessive weight, has been the one most
consistently associated with the development of type II
diabetes (WHO, 1980).
Weight (as a Reflection of Life-style)
The Pima Indians, who have great numbers of obese
individuals, as well as weight averages that are higher than
other obese groups, also have one of the highest reported
prevalence rates of type II diabetes in the world.

West

and Kalbfleisch (1970; 1971) found in a cross-cultural
analysis of diabetes in ten countries that groups with
higher relative weights had higher prevalence rates.

On

the other hand, the two researchers found that populations
with "genetic susceptibility" to diabetes had low
prevalence rates when obesity was rare.

(Genetic

susceptibility was not defined by the researchers.)
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Not all obese people become diabetic, nor are all
diabetics obese.

In studies cited by Bray (1979) and by

Keen (1974), approximately 25% of obese persons have been
reported as diabetic, while as many as 70% of diabetics have
been reported to be obese.

In addition, the frequency of

obesity among diabetics has been found to vary with age.
These findings are subject to close scrutiny because as Keen
(1974) puts it, "the association between 'obesity' and
'diabetes mellitus' is essentially a clinical and
operational statistic, highly dependent upon selection,
criteria and ascertainment" (p. 117).
Keen (1974) quotes studies in which no clear
differences in the frequency of obesity was found between
diabetic and nondiabetic groups.

On the other hand, Keen

discovered that newly found diabetics were significantly
overweight.

These findings point to clinical data which

show that some diabetics normalize their weight, although
it is not clear if this is due to treatment or the disease
(Keen, 1974; West, 1978).

West (1978) and others also have

noted that it is obesity of long, rather than short
duration, which is associated with diabetic risk.

These

issues indicate that in diabetic epidemiological studies,
data on the duration of obesity should be obtained if
available.
Another issue in diabetic obesity is the well
recognized fact that weight for height is but a crude index
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of fatness.

As Bray (1980) so succinctly states, "It is

fair to say that obese people are usually overweight but
that not all overweight people are obese" (p. 2).
Fortunately, a ratio of weight divided by height squared
(wt/ht2) produces a body mass index (BMI) which has been
found to correlate with body fat (Khosla & Lowe, 1967).
Bray (1976) cites a study by Keys et al. (1972) in which the
BMI had correlations of r = 0.7 to r = 0.8 with the
independent measure of body fat.

Bray suggested that in

epidemiological studies, where only height and weight are
available, it would appear to be most appropriate to use
BMIs as an acceptable measure of obesity.
An interesting finding in one study on the role of
obesity in the development of diabetes in Pima Indians
(Bennett et al., 1976) was the lack of a significant
difference in the prevalence of diabetes between the more
obese Pimas and the less obese in those over 34 years of
age.

Pimas between 25-34 years of age, however, had a

significantly higher diabetic prevalence rate among the
more obese than among the less obese.

Further analysis of

the Pima obesity data in a subsequent study on over 4,000
Pimas (Bennett et al., 1979) suggested that (a) the more
obese individuals develop their diabetes at an earlier age
than the less obese, (b) many very obese elderly
individuals may not be susceptible to diabetes (based on
considerably lower diabetic incidence rates for the very
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obese by the 4th and 5th decades for males and by the 7th
and 8th decades for females), and (c) obesity may
precipitate diabetes at an earlier age in susceptible
individuals.
To summarize, while the association of obesity with
diabetes is well documented, obesity's exact role is not
completely understood.

Considerable evidence exists,

however, to suggest that formerly lean, active tribespeople
who adopt a sedentary life-style and adopt nontraditional
dietary habits, frequently become obese and are at higher
risk for developing diabetes.
Diabetic Disease Condition
The agent-host-environment triad model deals with
precipitating factors preceding the expression of a disease
condition.

Once precipitating diabetic risk factors are

identified they also can be investigated for their effect on
diabetes1 clinical presentation.

The primary clinical

factor relied on for tracking the diabetic's clinical
progress is the level of glucose in the blood.

Researchers

have analyzed the relationship between blood glucose values
and such risk factors as age, sex, and weight.
Blood Glucose Level
In a study of 2,911 Pima Indians, researchers found
that diabetic females, between the ages of 5-14 years and
45-64 years, averaged significantly higher (p < 0.01) two-
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hour mean plasma glucose values than male diabetics of the
same age groups (Rushforth, Bennett, Steinberg, Burch, &
Miller, 1974, p. 95).

Among a group of 172 Cocopah

Indians, from which previously diagnosed diabetics were
eliminated, females between the ages of 5-54 years averaged
higher two-hour plasma glucose values, although the
difference was not significant at the p > 0.1 level (Henry
et al., 1969, p. 35).

Among a group of 157 Dogrib Indians

that had no known diabetics, females between the ages of
20-50 years averaged higher mean two-hour plasma glucose
values than their male counterparts (Szathmary & Holt,
1983).

In sum, these studies indicated that among young and

middle aged Indians, females averaged higher blood glucose
values than males while among older Indians, the reverse
was true.
Relationships between blood glucose values and
weight also have been identified.

A study involving 3,137

>

Pima Indians (Knowler, Pettitt, Savage, & Bennett 1981)
found that at the time of diagnosis, diabetics under the age
of 45 years averaged approximately 8% higher weight and
approximately 13% larger two-hour plasma glucose values
than diabetics over the age of 44 years.

Two years after

diagnosis the younger age group averaged approximately 9%
higher weights and approximately 21% larger blood glucose
values.

Among a sample group of 306 Athabaskan Indians in

Alaska, researchers found a significant correlation (p <
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.001) between two-hour plasma glucose values and weight for
women, but not for men (Mouratoff, et al., 1969, p. 31).

On

the other hand, a significant correlation (p < 0.001)
between weight and fasting blood sugar for men, but not for
women, was found in an obesity study involving 1,005 white
collar subjects (Fuller, Jarrett, Keen, & Pinney, 1974, p.
31).

But no correlation was found between weight and

two-hour plasma glucose value for either sex among 157
Canadian Dogrib Indians (Szathmary & Holt, 1983), or among
102 Cocopah Indians (Henry, et al., 1969).
Some of this discrepancy probably can be explained
in terms of study design differences.

The Pima study

finding was based only on the diabetics in the study
population while the other studies' findings were based on
nondiabetic or a combination of diabetic and nondiabetic
populations.

The blood glucose values in the white collar

study came from a fasting sample while the other studies'
values came from two-hour plasma samples.
The weight variable was calculated and used
differently in the studies.

Body mass indices were used

with the Pimas and white collar workers.
weight was used with the Cocopahs.
were used with the Canadian Dogrib.

Percent desired

Skinfold measurements
A sex-age-height

actuarial table, standardized on whites, was used to
compare with the Athabaskan Indian weights.
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Important variations existed in the study
populations.

The white collar study involved non-Indians

while the remaining studies involved Indians from Alaska,
Canada, and the United States.

Among the different tribes,

Indian blood quantum varied in the sample groups.
In sum, relationships between weight and blood
glucose values have been found, but they are ambiguous and
contradictory.

Much of the confusion may be due to study

design differences.
Summary
The epidemiological triad of agent-host-environment
was the conceptual framework selected for this study on type
II Navajo diabetics.

Such a model helps to uncover the

multiple cause-effect relationships that are associated with
a complex chronic disease like diabetes.

The triad model,

as used for this study, identified the agent in type II
diabetes as some form of insulin abnormality.

The host

factors of race, age, and sex, along with the
environmentally-influenced factor of weight, were viewed as
predisposing risk elements which interact to affect how and
when diabetes is clinically expressed.
For this study's analysis, blood glucose value was
identified, as the representative measurement of the
diabetic's clinical condition.

Analysis of the potential

influence of risk factors on the clinical expression of

diabetes, in the form of blood glucose values, extends
epidemiology's triad structure beyond a traditionally
static description model to one of a dynamic process model
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGICAL ISSUES IN DIABETES STUDIES
In this chapter, methodological issues having direct
relevance for the database underlying type II diabetes, are
presented.

These issues are discussed in terms of their

potential effect on the distribution patterns of type II
diabetes among the Navajos.
Overview
There are many influencing factors in
epidemiological studies which have a major effect on
reported disease distribution.

This is especially true in

retrospective chart reviews where the researcher has no
control over such methodological factors as how the data
were defined, collected, and preserved.

Bennett (1983a)

has summarized this methodological problem in diabetic
research by noting that the many differences in screening
and testing procedures, plus the variety of diagnostic
criteria that have been used, are major shortcomings when
attempting to establish the distribution of diabetes in a
population.

For the purpose of this research, the

methodological issues to be considered in analyzing the
distribution patterns of type II Navajo diabetics include
(a) diabetic classifications, (b) detection strategies, (c)
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laboratory issues, (d) diagnostic criterion levels, (e) data
collection procedures, and (f) clinic utilization patterns.
Diabetic Classifications
Efforts to classify diabetes have produced a myriad
of schemes based on different indices and mixtures of
indices.

Some of the more common indices have included

etiology, age of onset, adiposity, clinical symptoms, blood
glucose levels, ketonemia, complications, insulin
sensitivity, and type of therapy required (West, 1979).
Early classifications which developed from these
indices depended upon the current availability of knowledge
regarding the etiology and pathogenesis of diabetes.

Some

of the more common classifications included primary versus
secondary diabetes; adult versus juvenile; brittle versus
stable; subclinical, latent, chemical, or overt; and
insulin-deficient, insulin-resistent, or insulin-requiring
(Bennett, 1983b).

Common combinations of these

classifications included ketosis prone, insulin dependent,
juvenile onset type (JOD); ketosis resistent, insulin
independent (but perhaps insulin requiring), maturity onset
type (MOD); and a mixture of JOD and MOD called MODY
(maturity onset diabetes in the young) in recognition that
the adult onset type can occur in subadults (Fajans,
Cloutier, & Crowther, 1979).
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Revisions of diabetes classifications followed
research findings which changed the concept of diabetes'
pathogenesis.

Revision also occurred following refinements

in detection methods, such as radioimmunoassay, which is
capable of determining insulin levels.

The new

classification of diabetes recommended by the National
Diabetes Data Group (NDDG, 1979), and adopted by the World
Health Organization Expert Committee on Diabetes (WHO,
1980), was designed for mutual exclusivity (but see West,
1979 for his counterargument regarding this issue).

The

scheme distinguishes between (true) diabetes, impaired
glucose tolerance, gestational diabetes, and previous and
potential abnormality of glucose tolerance (see Table 1).
Acceptance of the new diabetic classifications has
significance for epidemiological studies which involve case
histories of diabetics diagnosed prior to the new
classification scheme.

Certain categories of individuals

diagnosed as diabetic prior to the latest classification
scheme would not necessarily be diagnosed as diabetic under
the new scheme.

Examples include former categories of

asymptomatic, chemical, subclinical, borderline, and latent
diabetes which are now labeled impaired glucose tolerance.
All these categories have been used to identify Navajo
diabetics within the past two decades.

Since these former

categories do not correspond to any of the newest diabetic
classifications, there are Navajos who had been diagnosed as
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diabetic in the past who might not be labeled diabetic
today.
Table 1.

A.

Classification of Diabetes Mellitus and Glucose
Intolerance

Diabetes Mellitus
1.

Insulin Dependent (Type I)

2.

Noninsulin Dependent (Type II)

3.

2.1

Obese

2.2

Nonobese

Other types associated with certain disease
conditions and syndromes

B.

Gestational Diabetes Mellitus

C.

Impaired Glucose Tolerance

D.

1.

Obese

2.

Nonobese

3.

Other types associated with certain disease
conditions and syndromes

Statistical Risk Classes
1.

Previous abnormality of glucose tolerance

2.

Potential abnormality of glucose tolerance

A word of caution is needed here also in noting
that, over the years, different diagnosticians have used
different classification labels for the same categories of
diabetes and vice versa.

For example, the label of

asymptomatic diabetes has been used interchangeably with
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subclinical and chemical diabetes (West, 1978).
Asymptomatic diabetes also has been used to refer to a lack
of overt symptoms, whereas it represented elevated but
nondiagnostic fasting blood glucose values.

Another

classification confusion occurs with the use of type I and
type II labels.

Earlier usage associated type I with

juvenile type, insulin dependent diabetes, while type II
was associated with adult type, noninsulin dependent
diabetes.

Type I and type II labels now entirely eliminate

reference to age.

These changes can cause problems in

comparing or combining prevalence and incidence data over a
time span which included use of different classification
labels.
To summarize, variations and changes in
classification schemes have resulted in different groups of
individuals being labeled diabetic at different times.

This

creates difficulties when researchers attempt to compare
and/or include clinical data generated under older criteria
with clinical data generated under current criteria.
Detection Strategies
Strategies for detecting diabetes have primarily
reflected the technological level of a given time period.
Problematic areas for epidemiological studies will be
briefly reviewed for the following detection strategies:
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urine testing, clinical symptoms, blood glucose tests, and
radioimmunoassay.
Urine Testing
The hallmark of diagnosis until the first quarter
of this century was urine testing (Bennett, 1983b).

While

it has the advantage of being inexpensive, quick, and
painless it has the disadvantage of being insensitive.
Positive tests occur only in the advanced stage of diabetes
while negative tests do not rule out the disease.

Partial

reliance on urine testing for Navajos in the 1960s and
early 1970s probably failed to identify a significant
proportion of those in the early stages of diabetes.
Clinical Symptoms
"Classic" diabetic symptoms of visual disturbances,
polyuria, polydypsia, polyphagia, pruritis, weight loss, and
unusual tiredness lend credence to a presumptive diagnosis
of diabetes in the presence of negative urine tests or
nondiagnostic fasting blood glucose levels.

Unfortunately,

various studies indicate these diabetic symptoms lack
specificity for the disease (Beaser, 1948; Bauer, 1967;
West, 1978), yet they have been used to label some Navajos
as diabetic.
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Blood Glucose Tests
With the intx'oduction of blood glucose tests came a
different set of problems, each of which has a high
probability of contributing to the problematic aspects of
determining Navajo diabetic distribution patterns.

Blood

glucose test issues include the fact that randomly sampled
blood glucose values are meaningless without standardization
of dietary intake and sampling times, and without the
establishment of norms with which to compare them.

Fasting

blood tests give false negative results on type II
diabetes.

Two-hour postprandial tests are sensitive to a

variety of factors including advanced age, starvation, and
unstandardized food intake.

Oral glucose challenge needs to

be age adjusted, is sensitive to a variety of drugs, and
requires corrections for modifications in techniques (West,
1978; Smith, M., 1982).
Radioimmunoassay
The insulin secretion test is highly specific in
differentiating among those with insulin levels who,
nonetheless, exhibit diabetic symptoms.

This latter group

is believed to represent the majority of adult American
Indian diabetics.

Unfortunately, this test is not readily

available on the Navajo reservation, so its omission
prevents a valuable test of the reliability of the oral
glucose challenge procedures.
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To summarize, as detection strategies have improved
and changed, the potential for better diabetic test
sensitivity has increased.

Data from the less sensitive,

detection strategies vary in whether they tend to have a
high potential for false positives or false negatives.

In

either case, their use in the past makes it difficult to
obtain accurate diabetic prevalence rates when doing
retrospective epidemiological studies.
Laboratory Issues
An extensive array of clinical tests are available
to screen for diabetes, some more effective than others.
Effectiveness is a concomitant of such factors as test
sensitivity, specificity, feasibility, complexity, and
susceptibility to extraneous influences.

The majority of

clinical tests for diabetes have, as their underlying
premise, some measure of the amount or effectiveness of
insulin.

Direct insulin assay is technically difficult and

urine tests are insensitive, so the majority of
measurements tap blood glucose levels as an indirect
indicator of insulin action.
The limitations associated with blood glucose
clinical tests have been extensively researched.

A brief

review of the potential effect of these limitations on the
problematic aspects of determining accurate Navajo diabetic
prevalence and distribution patterns follows.

The general
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categories to be covered include clinical conditions,
specimen source, specimen type, glucose load, sample
collection time, and glucose measurement method.
Clinical Conditions
Many disease and pathophysiological conditions give
false positive blood glucose test results.

Categories of

these conditions include endocrine abnormalities, tumors and
various carcinomas, renal disease, pancreatitis, and lipid
disorders.

Stress conditions such as recent trauma,

surgery, severe burns, and acute or serious illness also can
be problematic.

Other problematic conditions include

situations of serious immobilization or marked reduction in
exercise, as for example, arthritis or orthopedic
handicaps; severe depletion of potassium, chromium,
pyridoxine, calories, or carbohydrates; and many
medications including contraceptive steroids, certain
diuretics, and caffeine (Eli Lilly, 1980; West, 1978; NDDG,
1979; WHO, 1980).
Specimen Source
The level of glucose in the blood varies depending
on whether specimen samples have been drawn from arterial
(capillary) or venous blood, and whether the glucose
measurement is done on the plasma or whole blood portion of
the specimen (Whichelow, Wiggelsworth, Cox, Butterfield, &
Abrams, 1967).

Differences in glucose levels between
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arterial and venous specimens are fairly small in the
fasting state, but become substantially different after
ingestion of a meal or oral glucose load, especially at the
one-hour post ingestion time.

Further, Whichelow et al.

(1967) found arterial-venous differences to be greater in
lean than in obese subjects, with the lean subjects having
higher levels of glucose in superficial veins than in
deeper veins.
In another, more recent study, one subject had a 69
mg/dl difference between peak, deep vein (135 mg/dl) and
concurrent arterialized venous (204 mg/dl) glucose levels
(Nabarro, Jackson, Hamling, Blix, & Rubenstein, 1982).

The

researchers noted that, whereas arterial-venous glucose
levels may exceed the normal criteria, deep vein levels may
not.

They recommend that glucose levels in capillary or

hand vein blood be used to minimize serious misinterpreta
tion.

However, the National Commission on Diabetes notes

that there is no good method for comparing capillary glucose
values to the more commonly used venous samples over the
entire range of glucose values (NIH, 1976).
Based on such research findings West (1978)
recommended that (a) one-hour cutoff points should be 25
mg/dl higher for capillary than for venous concentrations
when small oral glucose loads (e.g., 50 gm) are employed,
with no adjustments in cutoff points needed at two hours,
and (b) one-hour cutoff points should be 40 mg/dl higher for
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capillary than for venous concentrations when large oral
glucose loads (e.g., 100 gm) are employed, with two-hour
cutoff points some 25 mg/dl higher for capillary values than
venous values.

"All too frequently," West stated, "the

rather substantial A-V (arterial-venous) differences that
may be expected at one hour have not been taken into account
in interpreting clinical or epidemiological data" (p. 68).
Glucose concentration in whole blood was the
predominant measurement used until research findings
revealed that glucose concentrations were 15% greater in
plasma (Zalme & Knowles, 1965).

Unfortunately, physicians

frequently fail to make the appropriate conversion from
whole blood to plasma values (Siperstein, 1975).

Failure of

laboratories to indicate whether the specimen analyzed is
whole blood or plasma, arterial or venous, compounds the
problem of accurately evaluating results.

Researchers of

epidemiological studies spanning the time period in which
blood glucose tests changed from whole to plasma specimens
need to be aware of this potential source of error.
Specimen Type
Quantification of blood glucose can be done with
randomly drawn, postprandial, fasting, and glucose challenge
tests.

Random blood sampling, while simple, inexpensive,

and convenient, has limited sensitivity.

Normal or mildly

abnormal values are essentially meaningless because
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standardization of dietary intake, standardization of
sampling time, and establishment of normal values for the
population being tested are all lacking.
Postprandial testing has as its major drawback a
lack of standardized food intake.

This lack makes it

difficult to interpret the resulting variable glucose
values.

High glucose values are probably indicative of

diabetes but mildly elevated or normal values may be false
negatives.
Fasting blood glucose testing probably is the most
frequently used laboratory test for diabetes.

M. Smith

(1982), a nurse clinician in diabetes states, however, that
it is a poor diagnostic tool for type II diabetes.

On the

other hand, West's 1978 review of research studies offers
conflicting evidence for the sensitivity of fasting blood
glucose testing.

The theory underlying this issue is based

on research findings which indicate that, whereas the
ability to handle a glucose load declines throughout the age
span, fasting blood glucose values tend to remain relatively
constant.

This phenomenon has the potential for causing the

fasting test to produce a high percentage of false
negatives.

Still, if a fasting plasma glucose concentration

is elevated on more than one occasion, the diagnosis of
diabetes is confirmed (NDDG, 1979; West, 1978; NIH, 1976),
and Siperstein (1975) insists it is the only method to be
used in making a diagnosis.
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Glucose loading of the oral glucose tolerance test
is the most sensitive method for detecting diabetes
mellitus if performed properly.

One of several pitfalls to

accurate glucose tolerance testing is the effect of
previous diet on results.

Early studies (Allen, 1913;

Sweeney, 1927) identified the effect of starvation, and in
particular carbohydrate depletion, on impairment of
tolerance through loss of beta cell sensitivity to the
glucose stimulus.

Based on such findings, diabetologists

recommended a high carbohydrate diet for three days before a
glucose tolerance test (Conn, 1940).
West (1978) has reviewed the many issues associated
with the carbohydrate problem including whether the
preparation diet is necessary, how much carbohydrate is to
be ingested, and the potential effect on the test based on
the difference between sugar and starch.

After analysis of

the aggregate evidence West concluded that a preparation
diet probably was unnecessary since the average diet had
sufficient amounts of carbohydrate.

On the other hand, M.

Smith (1982), in her well regarded diabetic nursing
management book, recommends a preparation diet for three
days prior to the test.
The phenomenon of diurnal variations in response
to glucose loads, based on studies by such researchers as
Roberts (1964) and Bowen and Reeves (1967), revealed that
many people had substantially higher responses to oral
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glucose loads in the afternoon than in the morning.
Unfortunately, a correction factor has not been developed
for glucose tests performed in the afternoon (West, 1978),
where one-hour blood glucose levels were found to be 30
mg/dl higher (Jarrett & Keen, 1970; Mayer et al., 1976).
The National Commission on Diabetes recommends testing be
done in the morning in order to apply obtained values to the
normative standard (NIH, 1976).
Glucose Load
A wide range of glucose loads have been used in
glucose challenge testing, including the most common ones of
50, 75, or 100 grams.

Research evidence indicates the

differences in dosage clearly affect postglucose values,
especially in the middle-aged and elderly (West, Wulff,
Reigel, & Fitzgerald, 1964).

Higher challenge loads

produce substantially greater blood glucose values at two
hours than at one hour (Sisk, Burnham, Stewart, & McDonald,
1970).

Higher values after higher doses have been reported

at one hour also (Sisk, et al., 1970; Castro, Scott,
Grettie, Macfarlane, & Bailey, 1970; Forster, Haslbeck, &
Mehnert, 1972).

As a result, suggestions have been offered

to base glucose dosage on weight, or better yet, on body
surface area (American Diabetes Association, 1969).
In an attempt to achieve international
standardization, the NDDG (1979) and WHO (1980) recommend an
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oral 75 gm glucose load for adults.

The National

Commission on Diabetes recommends approximately 40 gms of
glucose per square meter of body surface, which is the
equivalent of roughly 75 gms for the standard 70-kilogram
man (NIH, 1976).
Interpretation of the oral glucose challenge load
also has been questioned by researchers.

Many clinicians

rely on the criteria of Fajans and Conn (1959) which West
1978) has identified as inappropriate.

Fajans and Conn's

criteria are based on a glucose load of 1.75 gm/kg ideal
body weight, and include normal glucose values at 1, 1.5, 2,
and 3 hour intervals for whole blood as well as plasma
serum.

As previously noted, well known standards for whole

blood values are frequently inappropriately applied to
plasma glucose results (West, 1978).
Sample Collection Time
Collection of blood samples in glucose challenge
testing has been done at a widely varying range of times
beginning with a fasting sample and extending up to six
hours.

The theory underlying sampling times identifies a

maximum peak glucose level in the blood in normal subjects
between 30 and 60 minutes after ingestion of oral glucose.
A normal fasting level is reached between 90 and 150 minutes
after ingestion.
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Most commonly, samples are drawn at 1 and 2 hours
with the latter being accepted as the most effective single
index of glucose tolerance (West, 1978; NDDG, 1979; WHO,
1980).

Interestingly, West (1978) notes these times are

based more on custom and tradition rather than on research
evidence and are being challenged with increasing frequency.
Glucose Measurement Method
The chemical method used by the laboratory for
determining blood glucose values will affect the glucose
value measurement level.

Until recently, most of the

chemical methods used measured levels of a reducing
substance in the blood rather than directly measuring the
blood glucose itself.

The measured substances have

slightly higher values than the true glucose level (which
is directly measured by such nonchemical means as the
glucose oxidase or Somogi-Nelson method).

Appropriate

correction is required if a chemical method is used (NDDG,
1979), yet sometimes the correction is not done.
To summarize, reliance on blood glucose tests for
diabetic screening carries its own test sensitivity burden.
Categories of factors which have been identified as having
major, as well as variable, influences on blood glucose
testing results include clinical conditions, specimen source
and type, glucose loads, sample collection times, and
glucose measurement methods.
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Diagnostic Criterion Levels
Different standards of normalcy for the oral
glucose tolerance test have been used by different
researchers.

West (1975) has identified at least 17

different sets of criteria used by diabetologists.

The

lowest value considered abnormal, has ranged from 120-200
mg/dl for two-hour plasma glucoses while the highest value
considered clearly normal, has ranged from 115-180 mg/dl!
Zimmet's (1983) survey of diagnostic criteria used, ranged
from 120-200 mg/dl accepted as abnormal for two-hour blood
glucose values and from 150-180 mg/dl as abnormal for
two-hour plasma glucose values.
Obviously, markedly different prevalence rates are
possible depending on which cutoff point is selected.

West

(1978) has addressed this issue by noting that "...one
criterion would classify as 'diabetic' less than 5% of
middle-aged subjects, while another would classify more than
one third as diabetic!" (p. 93).
As previously noted, the National Diabetes Data
Group (NDDG, 1979) distinguishes between diabetes mellitus
and impaired glucose tolerance.

Diagnostic criterion

levels for these two categorizations will be reviewed.
Diabetes Mellitus
One of the major difficulties in establishing
cutoff criteria for diabetes mellitus is the fact that the
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range of normal responses in subjects over 40 years of age
is higher than for younger subjects (Fajans & Freinkel,
1976 )*

Concomitantly, glucose tolerance declines with

age and therefore requires higher cutoff values.

In

recognition of the decline in glucose tolerance over the
life-span, many clinicians increase the glucose value cutoff
limits based on a prorated formula such as 10 mg per decade
of life after age 50 (NIH, 1976).
The National Diabetes Data Group (NDDG, 1979) has
recommended, as the diagnostic cutoff values for diabetes
mellitus, the following fasting glucose concentrations (a)
venous plasma >139 mg/dl, or (b) venous whole blood >119
mg/dl, or (c) capillary whole blood >119 mg/dl.

One of

these criterion, or a combination of these criteria, must be
obtained on more than one occasion.

Postprandial

diagnostic cutoff values, after a 75 gm glucose load,
include (a) venous plasma >199 mg/dl, (b) venous whole
blood >179 mg/dl, or (c) capillary whole blood >199 mg/dl.
Both the two-hour sample and one other sample taken prior to
the two hours must meet the nonfasting criteria.
By comparison, Fajans and Conn's (1959) diagnostic
criteria, which had been the most widely used and best
accepted (Smith, M., 1982) before the NDDG1s recommenda
tions, included (a) any fasting value >110 mg/dl, (b) venous
whole blood >119 mg/dl at two hours or venous plasma >139
mg/dl at two hours, based on a glucose load of 1.75 gm/kg of
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ideal body weight.

Joslin's renown diabetic clinic in

Boston used the same fasting and two-hour cutoff values
(Krall, 1978) as Fajans and Conn.
The NDDG's diagnostic criteria are higher than
other criteria used in the past.

The increase in values by

the NDDG was in recognition of the need to redefine the
criteria for diabetes based on several long-term prospective
studies which indicated plasma glucose standards used as
diagnostic in adults were too low (NDDG, 1979).

The NDDG

also stated that their recommendation for higher diagnostic
levels eliminates the need to prorate for age.
As early as 1972 the Subcommittee for Detection,
Diagnosis, and Management of Diabetes Mellitus of the Health
Information System Advisory Committee, Indian Health Service
had recommended a diagnostic criterion level of >199 mg/dl
plasma glucose two hours after a 75 gm oral glucose load as
diabetic if confirmed by additional testing (Bennett et al.,
1972).

Alternatively, either 2 fasting plasma glucoses

>159 mg/dl or 2 two-hour postprandial plasma glucoses >199
mg/dl were diagnostic of diabetes (Sievers, 1976).
Rationale involved a bimodal blood glucose
distribution peculiar to a few population groups with high
diabetic prevalence rates such as the Pima Indians of
Arizona and an abrupt increase of diabetic complications in
Pimas whose two-hour plasma glucose levels were >199 mg/dl
(Rushforth et al., 1974).

Continued studies on diabetic

complications with the Pimas (Pettitt, Knowler, Lisse, &
Bennett, 1980) resulted in a 1980 recommendation that the
cutoff point for fasting plasma glucose value be lowered
from >159 mg/dl to >139 mg/dl while the recommended two-hour
plasma glucose cutoff, value remained at >199 mg/dl.

(See

Table 2 for a comparison of criterion cutoff levels).

Table 2.

Comparison of Type II Diabetes Criterion Cutoff
Levels for Two Specimen Sources
Cutoff Levels (mg/dl)
Post Oral Glucose Load3

Specimen Sources

Fasting

One-Hour

Two-Hour

Venous Whole Blood
Fajans & Conn (1959)

110

160

120

NDDG (1979)

120

180

180

Fajans & Conn (1959)

110

185

140

IHS (1972)

160

NDDG (1979)

140

IHS (1980)

140

Venous Plasma

200
200

200
200

Years in parentheses represent approximate time when
stated values were first recommended.
aFajans

and Conn's oral glucose load = 1.75 gm/kg of ideal
body weight; NDDG and IHS glucose load = 75 gm for
adults.
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Impaired Glucose Tolerance
As previously noted, the NDDG has identified a
category of Impaired Glucose Tolerance (IGT) representing
individuals whose glucose tolerance values are equivocally
within normal limits yet falling short of the levels
currently "reserved" for diabetes itself.

The fasting

value for IGT must be (a) below diabetes' diagnosticallyrequired level of >139 mg/dl, and (b) the two-hour value
after a 75 gm oral glucose challenge must be below diabetes'
>199 mg/dl (venous plasma) value, but (c) one other value
between the 0.5, 1, or 1.5 hour times must be unequivocally
elevated (i.e., equal to, or higher than, the diabetic
value).
Interesting findings on differences in insulin
secretion levels between Navajo diabetics and what appears
to be an impaired glucose tolerance group of Navajos has
been reported by Rimoin and Saiki (1968) and Rimoin (1974).
Twenty diabetics newly diagnosed as the result of routine
urinalysis or blood glucose analysis, and 13 control
subjects from the Fort Defiance area of the reservation
constituted the Navajo study population.

Data analysis of

the 33 subjects' plasma glucose values showed that the
diabetic group could be divided into two subgroups on the
basis of whether their blood glucose levels stayed below or
exceeded 300 mg/dl after 100 gm glucose challenge.

This

dividing line was based on peak glucose times with group I
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reaching peak glucose concentrations two hours after
challenge and group II reaching its peaik within the first
hour.
When these two subgroups1 insulin secretion levels
were analyzed it was found that mean plasma insulin
concentrations in group II did not differ significantly at
any time from the control group1s values.

Results were

dramatically different for group I where mean plasma
insulin concentrations were significantly lower than any of
the control group's or group II's mean plasma insulin
concentrations.
In summary, group I's markedly diminished glucose
tolerance was associated with insulinopenia.

Group II's

milder glucose intolerance was associated with normal plasma
insulin levels.

Studies such as this should help in

establishing the epidemiological pattern of diabetes and
the associated condition of impaired glucose intolerance.
To summarize, diagnostic criteria now include higher
and broader ranges of blood glucose values than were used in
the past to confirm diagnosis.

Unlike past practice when

one elevated glucose reading at anytime during a challenge
test, was relied on as diagnostic, the new NDDG criteria for
diagnosing diabetes require at least one elevated fasting or
two elevated challenge plasma glucoses in a test on more
than one occasion.
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Data Analysis Procedures
Enumeration of diabetics to determine prevalence has
been done in a variety of ways with each method having major
disadvantages.

Some of the least reliable and valid

methods, as reported by West (1978) include estimating
total drug consumption, counting of cases where
antidiabetic drugs or diets are dispensed, and counting
cases in the practices of a sample of physicians.

More

acceptable methods include (a) screening and clinical
testing, (b) questionnaire and interview, and (c) hospital
or clinic chart review.

The sensitivity and specificity of

each of these methods varies with study design and clinical
testing as discussed below.
Screening and Clinical Testing
The study design for screening and clinical testing
methods may incorporate random sampling, volunteers, or an
entire population.

The resultant group may include or

exclude known diabetics or be restricted in some other way
such as age, sex, or medical condition.

Follow-up to

confirm preliminary "positives" also vary with regard to
measurement technique, commitment to follow-up, persistence
in follow-up, and timing of follow-up.

Clinical technique

may consist of urinalysis or blood sample tests, and/or
clinical symptoms.

The pitfalls in these various tests,

have been discussed previously with regard to such
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influencing factors as test preparation, detection methods,
laboratory techniques, and diagnostic criteria.
The problematic nature of these issues associated
with screening and clinical testing methods has caused
researchers to be cautious in their endorsement of them as
adequate diabetic case finding techniques and as the basis
for epidemiological projections (Fleeson & Wenk, 1970;
Houser, Mackay, Verma, & Genuth, 1977; Siperstein, 1975).
West (1978) adds that many of the estimated prevalence rates
determined by screening surveys are more misleading than
informative because of the tendency to assume that the rate
for negative screenees is zero.
Questionnaires and Interviews
Direct and indirect questioning in the form of
interviews and questionnaires is, by its very nature,
limited to known diabetics and individuals suspected of
being or becoming diabetic based on borderline test results
or familial association.

While this method conceivably can

identify those at risk or high risk for diabetes, it is
very dependent on individuals having knowledge of their risk
factors.

Still, without some form of clinical testing,

confirmation is not possible.

Whereas the National Center

for Health Statistics has generated diabetic prevalence and
incidence rates and distribution patterns from its Health
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Interview Surveys (USPHS, 1978) the problematic nature of
the method raises questions about reliability and validity.
Chart Reviews
Reliance on institutional records for diabetic
distribution patterns has its own set of validity and
reliability problems.

Use of hospital records introduces

obvious sampling biases.

These can be somewhat offset if

outpatient clinic charts are used, assuming the clinic
population is more representative of the community or study
population.

Even if reasonable representativeness can be

assured, chart reviews are subject to the same problematic
issues previously discussed for the screening and clinical
testing methods, and the questionnaire and interview
methods.
Depending on a study's purpose, the advantages of a
clinic chart review may be enough to offset its
disadvantages, or to at least justify its use.

Advantages

include the existence of data already collected, the
availability of the data in a central location, the
feasibility of obtaining and gaining access to the
available data, and the likelihood of having had the data
collected under similar circumstances (however limited
those circumstances might have been).

All of these factors

translate into a reasonable expectation of benefit in
relation to cost, depending on the study's purpose.
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Documentation of distribution patterns based on chart
review clearly would represent only the iceberg tip of those
individuals with sufficient clinical symptoms to have come
under the scrutiny of the medical profession.

The

distribution projected from such a research design would
have to acknowledge this limitation, perhaps by such labels
as clinically treated, symptomatic, or overt diabetes.
Distribution patterns of this limited population may provide
the first realization of the potential magnitude of the
problem and justify greater expenditures of time and money
to identify others requiring treatment and surveillance.
Use of chart review to document factors associated
with distribution, such as age, sex, weight, and duration of
diabetes should produce useful data even if it only applies
to the study population of clinically symptomatic or
clinically recognized diabetics.

Such data, although

suspect with regard to its generalizability for the rest of
the at risk and high risk population, would certainly
warrant further study.

The potential knowledge to be

gained at the minimal cost of what a chart review entails,
even considering the method's disadvantages, would appear
to justify its use.
To summarize, each method of obtaining
epidemiological data has its own set of advantages and
disadvantages.

Under ascertainment of diabetic prevalence
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and distribution has been the main difficulty in the past,
except possibly for the elderly.
Clinic Utilization Pattern
A major issue that cannot be ignored when relying on
clinic chart review for epidemiological studies is the
factors influencing clinic utilization patterns.

Obviously

these factors will determine sample bias and validity of
data.
Navajo Clinic Utilization
During the period between 1955 and 1962 it was
estimated that two-thirds of the Navajos in one area of the
reservation sought health care at least once a year at the
local health care facility (McDermott, Deuschle, & Barnett,
1972).

This figure is remarkable considering that much of

biomedicine1s percepts and the attitudes of many of the
professional personnel who brought health care to the
reservation's people were anathema to the Navajo Way.

The

problem can best be summarized in the legend emblazoned on
a sign that used to stand in front of the Ganado Mission
Hospital, 35 miles west of Window Rock: "Tradition is the
enemy of progress" (Waters, 1950, p. 120; Vogt & Kluckhohn,
1951, p. 82).
Fortunately, some individuals such as Father Bernard
Haile and "Shine" Smith set early examples of cross
cultural empathy, understanding, and acceptance (Waters,
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1950).

More recently, anthropologists and physicians have

collaborated in an attempt to provide biomedicine in a
culturally relevant framework which respects, supports, and
incorporates Navajo cultural beliefs and knowledge (Adair,
1960; McDermott, Deuschle, Adair, Fulmer, & Loughlin, 1960;
Levy, 1961; McDermott, Deuschle, & Barnett, 1972).
Navajo Clinic Utilization Factors
Basic attitudes and cultural beliefs aside, other
factors affecting Navajo utilization of health care
facilities include changes in disease patterns and health
care, involvement in a wage economy, increasing educational
levels, and distance to the nearest health care facility
(Kunitz, Temkin-Greener, Broudy, & Haffner, 1981; Kunitz,
1983).

Factors identified by the Navajo include lack of

transportation and telephones, dirt roads that are
impassible during winter and spring, staffing shortages,
inadequate health care facility conditions and services,
lack of social and shopping amenities near the health care
facility, and fluctuation in home health care services
(Navajo Health Systems Agency, 1978).

Remote and

inaccessible areas where neighbors are several miles apart,
rugged climatic conditions, language barriers, inordinately
long clinic waits, high turnover rates of health care
personnel, and seasonal cycles of ceremonial activity have
also been implicated in clinic utilization patterns (Adair
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& Deuschle, 1958; McDermott, Deuschle, Adair, Fulmer, &
Loughlin, 1960; Kane & Kane, 1972).
Nava.jo Diabetic Clinic Utilization
Clinic utilization for diabetes in particular is
complicated by the Navajo health/illness belief system
which historically did not include diabetes as an illness
condition; perhaps because it is a relatively recent
phenomenon for the Navajo.

In a health/illness belief

system where illness is caused by taboo violations (i.e.,
commission of prohibited act), ghosts (i.e., malignant part
of a dead person), witches (i.e., evil persons), or one of
the Holy People (i.e., members of the sacred supernatural
world), it is difficult to comprehend biomedicine1s
etiological premise about diabetes (Leighton & Leighton,
1944; Adair & Deuschle, 1970; Levy, 1983).
Typically, concepts of causality predetermine
appropriate health care seeking behavior.

For the Navajo

this may entail the use of elaborate curing ceremonies,
herbal treatments, over-the-counter remedies, and/or
biomedicine1s offerings.

Navajo healing rites are aimed at

removal of the cause of the ailment as opposed to direct
intervention to alleviate symptoms.

Thus, it is not

inconceivable that many Navajos utilize biomedicine's
clinic facilities for symptomatic relief while at the same
time they participate in traditional ceremonies to treat
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the cause of their discomfort.

Other elements of

traditional Navajo illness beliefs which can affect
diabetic health care seeking behavior include a focus on
causes rather than symptoms, the lack of a consistent
relationship between symptoms and Navajo-perceived cause,
and an equal emphasis on the way a treatment procedure is
performed as on what is done (Leighton & Leighton, 1944;
Kluckhohn & Leighton, 1962).
In one of the few analyses found of Navajo
utilization patterns Kunitz et al. (1981) and Kunitz (1983)
have traced the increase in hospital occupancy rates as a
reflection of such factors as increased quantity and quality
of health care facilities, the acceptance by health care
professionals of a cross-cultural approach, changes in the
prevailing disease conditions, improvement in the
effectiveness of therapy, and changes in Navajo social
organization.

Elements associated with changes in social

organization about which Kunitz ventured to hypothesize
included the suggestion that smaller households with fewer
kin available to care for sick family members will rely
increasingly upon hospitals.
Another area that Kunitz believed was ready for change
was the probability of wage work producing weaker kin ties
which in turn could affect the way formal institutions,
such as hospitals, were used.

Finally, Kunitz noted that

full-time employment on the Navajo reservation was inversely
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related to hospitalization.

He suggested that because

employment is highly related to education and income,
individuals who work full-time are more likely to have
domestic conveniences, improved sanitation and better
health, resulting in lower hospital usage.
On the other hand, one also could hypothesize that as
these wage earners and others become acquainted with the
benefits of health promotion and illness prevention
activities they may increase their utilization of outpatient
clinics.

The Navajos are especially well known for their

pragmatic willingness to try new options based on
demonstrated effectiveness (Levy, 1983).
To summarize, while Navajos continue to rely on
traditional therapy, the main reasons for variation in
clinic utilization patterns center on the qualitative and
quantitative aspects of access.

Poor communication between

patients and medical staffs is a primary factor (Levy,
1983), with other factors being area remoteness, climatic
conditions, degree of adherence to traditional beliefs, and
proximity to the health care facility.
Summary
In this chapter, a review of methodological issues in
diabetic epidemiological studies pinpointed problems in
obtaining valid and reliable data.

Problem areas included

the variety of screening and testing procedures used as well
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as variations in diagnostic criteria and diabetic
classifications.

Other reliability and validity problems

that were identified stemmed from environmental factors
associated with clinic utilization patterns, especially as
these patterns pertained to the Navajos.
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CHAPTER 4
METHOD
In this chapter the study's research questions,
operational definitions, methodological background,
research design, data collection procedures, sample
population, data analysis plan, and assumptions are
discussed.

The research for this study was concerned with

the distribution patterns of selected factors associated
with type II diabetes among Navajos.

Based on the

conceptual framework of epidemiology's agent-hostenvironment triad and on a review of the literature, the
factors of race, age, sex, weight, and blood glucose were
identified as the primary areas for analysis.

However,

since all subjects were full blood Navajo Indians, race was
treated as a control and not included as a study variable
per se.

Research Questions
The questions to be answered in the analysis
included:
1.

Among Navajo Indians with type II diabetes,

what are the distribution patterns for the total group and
by each sex for (a) age at diagnosis, (b) weight prior to
diagnosis, and (c) blood glucose value at diagnosis? .
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2.

Among Navajo Indians with type II diabetes,

what are the distribution patterns, for the total group and
by each sex, for the relationships between (a) age at diag
nosis and weight prior to diagnosis, (b) age at diagnosis
and blood glucose value at diagnosis, and (c) weight prior
to diagnosis and blood glucose value at diagnosis?
Operational Definitions

The following terms were operationally defined for
the purposes of this study:
1.

Navajo Indian:

a self-identified member of the

Navajo race whose claim was verified and recorded on each
individual's health care record by medical records
personnel.
2.

Type II Diabetes:

a physician-diagnosed

condition of altered carbohydrate metabolism, manifested by
elevated blood glucose levels as the result of insufficient
or ineffective, but not total lack of insulin.

Diagnosis

was determined from medical records review.
3.

Sex:

male and female individuals as determined

from medical records review.
4.

Age at Diagnosis:

the difference between year

of birth and year diagnosed with type II diabetes as
determined from medical records review.
5.

Weight Prior to Diagnosis:

percent desired

weight based on the individual's highest recorded height
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after 19 years of age and highest recorded weight after 19
years of age but prior to being diagnosed with type II
diabetes.

Percent desired weight was determined by

calculating body mass index (weight in kg/height in
centimeters squared) and multiplying by 4.39 for men or
4.76 for women (Khosla & Lowe, 1967).
6.

Blood Glucose Value at Diagnosis:

the first

blood glucose value from any type of laboratory blood
sample test which led to, or confirmed, a diagnosis of type
II diabetes as determined from medical records review.
Methodological Background
The data for this study came from the Navajo Nation
Health Foundation's (NNHF) Sage Memorial Hospital and out
patient facility in Ganado, Arizona on the Navajo reserva
tion.

The NNHF is a nonprofit organization which provides

health care to the Navajos who reside in roughly 12,000
square miles of the southcentral part of the reservation.
The health services provided are contracted for by the
Indian Health Service (IHS) of the United States Public
Health Service which has primary responsibility for American
Indian health care.

The hospital proper is a 45 bed

facility originally built in 1932 and replaced in 1962.
Inpatient services are limited to basic general medicine,
pediatrics and obstetrics.

Outpatient services include all

chronic and acute illnesses with those requiring more
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specialized care being referred to the IHS hospital at Fort
Defiance (45 miles) or the Indian Medical Center at Gallup
(60 miles).
Medical records at Sage Memorial Hospital (SMH)
include both inpatient and outpatient charts representing
all individuals who have used the facility since its
replacement opening in April 1962.

Until the Fall of 1985

most outpatients' initial encounter health care notes were
charted on a "short form."

As these latter individuals

became steady users of the facility - usually after three or
four visits - their short form was replaced with a long
form.

Medical charts for all hospitalized patients, and

those requiring x-rays or laboratory work, were begun on the
long form initially.

A change in the Fall of 1985 resulted

in every new patient's health care notes being started
immediately on a long form.
Users of the SMH facilities came from all over the
reservation and included Indians other than Navajos (often
spouses of Navajos), as well as non-Indians (usually wage
workers on the reservation).

At the completion of data

collection for this study in August of 1985 the medical
records included 43,088 long form charts by actual count and
approximately 13,600 short form charts by estimation,
representing a total of 56,688 clients who have used the
SMH facilities since April 1962.

For this study, only the

43,088 long form charts were individually reviewed on the
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assumption that any diabetic would have used the facility
enough to have been given a long form, or would have had
laboratory work done which would have automatically required
the long form.
The long form charts included 757 individuals known
to be deceased, 1,056 non-Navajo Indians, 5,680 non-Indians,
and 548 Navajo/Other mix.

Another 76 charts were either

missing, unassigned, or lacked race category data.
Subtracting these figures from the total number of charts
produced a total of 34,971 SMH medical records for living
full blood Navajos as of August 1985 (see Figure 2).

Total Charts
56,688

Long Form
43,088

Misc.a

Short Form
13,000

Non-Navajo Indian
1,056

Navajo/Other
548

Non-Indian
5,680

Full blood Navajo
34,971

aMiscellaneous

included 8 unassigned chart numbers,
25 missing charts, and 43 charts with the race category
data missing.

Figure 2.

Breakdown of Sage Memorial Hospital Medical
Records Charts.
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In order to relate these figures to the local
population, a census estimate for the Navajo Nation Health
Foundation (NNHF) service area was needed.

The NNHF relies

on population data provided by the Navajo Area Indian Health
Service, which in turn draws from the United States census.
The estimated population count for the NNHF service area in
1980 totaled 8,639 with a projected total of 9,842 by 1985.
The projected population for the entire Navajo reservation
in 1985 was 165,086 (Navajo Health Systems Agency, 1982).
Assuming all NNHF area residents are represented in the long
form charts, then the 9,842 local area census figure for
1985 indicated that 26.9% (9,842/36,575) of the total number
of Indian SMH charts represented local Indian residents.
Research Design
A retrospective chart review was employed to
identify Navajos who had been diagnosed by physicians as
having type II diabetes on the basis of hospital or clinic
encounters between April 1962 and August 1985.

A total of

43,088 charts were systematically surveyed by the
researcher over a period of three years, beginning July
1982 and ending August 1985.

All charts of adults over 19

years of age were examined closely while detailed
diabetic-associated data were collected on all diagnosed
type II diabetics.

These data are identified and discussed

in the following section on data collection.
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Data Collection
Every chart in the SMH medical records room was
pulled.

Only charts representing patients over the age of

19 were systematically reviewed for evidence of clinical
symptoms associated with type II diabetes which included
(a) a positive urinalysis, (b) a recorded blood glucose of
>119 mg/dl, (c) a recorded diagnosis of diabetes, (d) a
health care note indicating a history of diabetes, or (e)
any reference to diabetic treatment such as diabetic diet,
oral hypoglycemic, or insulin.

If such evidence were

found, data on race, sex, year of birth, year of diagnosis,
initial elevated blood glucose value, community of
residence, adult height, and highest weight before
diagnosis were collected.
The race data was used to confirm whether the client
was- a full blood Navajo.

Year of birth and year of

diagnosis were used to determine age at diagnosis.

Initial

elevated blood glucose was the laboratory value which led
to, or confirmed, the diagnosis of type II diabetes.
Community of residence was used to identify those Navajo
diabetics who lived within the Navajo Nation Health
Foundation's health care service unit.

Height and weight

data were used to calculate percent desired weight.
usually were obtained with shoes on.

Heights

Weights usually

included regular clothing, without heavier outerwear.
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Sample
A total of 945 charts with evidence of diagnosed
diabetes mellitus (insulin and noninsulin dependent), or
with a minimum of one diabetic-associated symptom, as noted
above, were found.

Of the 945 charts, 715 (75.7%) had been

diagnosed as diabetic while 230 (24.3%) had had a minimum of
one symptom associated with diabetes, but were not diagnosed
by a physician as diabetic (see Figure 3).

Most of the

individuals in the undiagnosed group were hospitalized for
such stress related conditions as severe pain, bleeding,
alcoholism, malnutrition, cancer, heart condition, or
elevated blood pressure.

Others were under treatment for

urinary tract infection, cholecystitis, pancreatitis,
hepatitis or nephritis.
The 715 diagnosed diabetic group included type I,
gestational, non-Navajo, and deceased diabetics (see Figure
3).

Subtracting these individuals left a total of 555

living full blood Navajo type II diabetics.

Slightly less

than half of the latter group (N = 248, 44.7%) came from the
NNHF's service area while the remainder (N = 307, 55.3%)
came from other areas of the reservation.

Of the 248

Navajos diagnosed with type II diabetes and living in the
NNHF's service area, only 98 had complete data on all the
study variables.

This group of 98 constituted the study

sample which included 56 females and 42 men.
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Diagnosed Diabetics
715

Navajos
684

Non-Navajos
31

Living
601

Type II
555

Within NNHF Area3
248

Complete Diabetic Datab
98

Deceased
83

Type I

Gestational
39

Outside NNHF Area3
307

Incomplete Diabetic Datab
150

3 Diabetics who lived within or outside the Navajo Nation
Health Foundation's (NNHF) health care service area of
responsibility.
bDiabetics whose medical records chart did, or did not,
include all the diabetic data variables analyzed for the
study.

Figure 3.

Selection of Sample from Study Population of
Diagnosed Diabetics
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Data Analysis
After the data were collected they were subjected to
the technique of exploratory data analysis (EDA) (Hartwig,
1979; Tukey, 1977).

The emphasis of EDA is on the use of

visual displays of raw data or resistant statistics that
might characterize the data.

A typical numerical analysis

plan relies on statistics which summarize the data.

Such

summaries inadvertently can conceal or misrepresent
important aspects of the data.
For example, many statistical procedures assume or
require symmetrical distributions and/or linear relation
ships.

EDA techniques identify potential symmetry or

linearity problems.

Such problems, if severe enough, would

indicate the inappropriateness of using nonresistant
parametric statistics.

If the data are asymmetrical, the

use of a nonresistant statistic, like the mean or standard
deviation, as the numerical summary may conceal or
misrepresent the true nature of the data and its
distribution.

Symmetry and linearity problems may indicate

the need for additional techniques designed to "reexpress"
the data.

Reexpressed data can bring skewed distributions

toward a more symmetrical pattern or can adjust a randomly
scattered distribution toward a linear, form making the data
more appropriate for parametric statistical analyses.
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The focus in this EDA study was on the analysis of
symmetry problems in the various dataset distributions with
which this study was concerned.

It should be noted that a

distribution can be abnormal - kurtoic, for example - yet be
symmetrical.

Lack of symmetry is a more serious problem for

accurate statistical representation of findings than an
abnormality such as kurtosis (Boneau, 1960).

The primary EDA techniques used in the analysis of
this study's data included quantile plots, stem-and-leaf
displays, box plots, quantile-quantile plots, and scatter
plots.

The general information obtained from these

techniques was a summary of the basic characteristics of
the dataset.

These characteristics included the typical or

central value, degree of spread around the center,
existence of extreme values, gaps and multiple peaks in the
distribution, concentrations of data points, and shape of
the distribution.
The quantile-quantile plots required interpolation
because of the unequal number of male and female diabetics.
The women's larger set of values was used to interpolate a
set of quantiles that corresponded to the entire set of
sorted values for the men.

The interpolation formula given

by Chambers, Cleveland, Kleiner, and Tukey (1983, p. 55)
was used to reduce the female's larger sample size to the
men's smaller sample size.
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The study variable of weight prior to diagnosis,
which had been defined in terms of percent desired weight
(PDW), was derived from a body mass index (BMI) formula
which uses height and weight data as the basis for
determining obesity.

A BMI is obtained by dividing an

individual's weight (in kilograms) by the height (in
centimeters) squared.

Of all obesity measures employing

height and weight, BMI has been demonstrated to have the
highest correlation with both skinfold thickness and body
density (Keys, Fidanza, Karvonen, Kimura, & Taylor, 1972).
Multiplying a female's BMI by a factor of 4.76 and a male's
BMI by a factor of 4.39 produces sex-adjusted percent
desired weights (PDW) (Khosla & Lowe, 1967).

The index of

PDW is linearly related to BMI so that a PDW of 120%, for
example, corresponds to a BMI of 25 for males and 27 for
females.
For this study, a PDW under 120% was considered
normal or slightly overweight.

PDWs between 120-149% were

considered moderately obese, while PDWs of 150% and over
were considered morbidly obese (cf. Bennett, 1979; Bray,
1980).
In summary, findings on the nature of the
distribution of each of the study's variables, as
identified from EDA procedures, are presented.

Distribution

problems are discussed as well as identification of
appropriate statistics for numerical summarization.
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Appropriate reexpression techniques for more sophisticated
additional statistical analyses are also identified.
Assumptions
There are several important assumptions underlying
this study.

The review of methodological issues in

epidemiological studies in Chapter 3 identified the
problematic nature of diagnosing type II diabetes.
Classification, detection strategy, laboratory procedure,
and diagnostic criteria each has its own inherent validity
and reliability problems.

To compound this issue, all of

these methodological factors have changed over the time span
involving this study.

Since it would not be possible to

evaluate the error represented in these methodological
factors for each Navajo with a diagnosis of diabetes, it is
assumed that all those so identified had type II diabetes.
Another assumption of this study is that the SMH
medical.charts include records of all residents living in
the health service area for which the NNHF is responsible.
While there is evidence to indicate that as late as ten
years ago not all Navajos in the SMH service area utilized
the NNHF1s health care facilities, there is a generally
accepted belief that they do so today.
The use of a percent desired weight (PDW) formula to
determine weight indices prior to diagnosis necessitates an
assumption.

Calculation of PDW required multiplying each
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individual's body mass index (BMI) by a sex-adjusted figure
for males and females.

This figure (4.39 for men, 4.76 for

women) was derived from the Society of Actuaries' medium
frame Ideal Body Weights estimate, and was based on a
non-Indian population (Kholsa & Lowe, 1967).

It is assumed,

for the purposes of this study, that despite the lack of a
PDW formula standardized on an American Indian population,
the PDWs calculated for this study are acceptable.

This

assumption is based, in part, on the use of the Society of
Actuaries PDW formula by Bennett (1979) for his numerous
Pima Indian studies.
The last assumption to be explicitly noted is an
acceptance of full blood status for all diabetic Navajos in
this study.

A record of tribal affiliation is meticulously

obtained, by medical records personnel, from verbal
statements for all clinic users since service charges vary
depending on such status.

Each client's intake form

identifies whether the individual is Navajo, Navajo/Other
Indian mix, other Indian, or non-Indian.

Since such detail

is collected, the assumption was made for this study, that
any subject having only Navajo listed for tribal affiliation
(which included all the diagnosed diabetics in this study)
was a full blood Navajo.
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Summary

In this chapter the research questions to be
answered for this study on the structure of the
distribution patterns of type II diabetes among Navajos
were presented and featured the association between and
among age, sex, weight, and blood glucose value.
Operational definitions were presented along with
background information on the Navajo Nation Health
Foundation's clinic facility, from which the data were
collected.

The research design for this study was

identified as a retrospective chart review.

Sampling

technique, which resulted in a study population of 98 full
blood Navajo type II diabetic men and women, was discussed.
Finally, assumptions for this study were identified and
included accepting a physician's diagnosis as evidence for
type II diabetes, assuming all Navajo Nation Health
Foundation service area residents were represented in the
study, accepting a percent desired weight formula
standardized on non-Indians as reasonably accurate for
Navajos, and assuming all Navajos in the study were full
bloods.
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CHAPTER 5
RESULTS
Presented in this chapter are the results obtained
from a study on selected components of type II diabetes
among the Navajos.

Summary information is provided on

characteristics of the study sample as well as data on age
at diagnosis, highest adult percent desired weight prior to
diagnosis, and blood glucose value at diagnosis.

Exploratory data analysis techniques are used to identify
the distribution patterns for this population.

Data on the

relationships among the age, weight, and blood glucose
variables also are presented.
Sample
A total of 98 Navajos met all the requirements for
inclusion in the study sample.

These requirements included

a diagnosis of type II diabetes, full blood Navajo Indian
inheritance, and residence within the Navajo Nation Health
Foundation's area of health care responsibility.

The

following clinical data were also needed on each subject; a
known age at diagnosis, a blood glucose value obtained at
the time of diagnosis, an adult height, and the highest
weight attained prior to diagnosis.

The latter two criteria

were used to establish percent desired weight.

While 248 subjects met the nonclinical criteria for
inclusion in this study, the clinical data necessary for
this preliminary analysis on Navajo diabetes were available
for only 98 subjects.

Women constituted 57 percent (N= 56)

of this final sample total and men 43 percent (N = 42).
The subjects1 ages at the time of the study ranaed
from 27 to 87 years with a mean of 58.6 years (see Table 3).
Women averaged 59.1 years of age and men 57.8 years.

The

50-59 age group had the largest number of subjects (N = 33),
followed by the 60-69 age group (N = 27).

The group's mean

duration for diabetes was 7.66 years with men and women
averaging 8.3 and 7.2 years duration respectively.

Table 3.

Age Ranges for Male and Female Subjects

Age

f

Males
%

Females
f
%

Totals
f
%

20-29

-

-

2

4

2

2

30-39

-

-

1

2

1

1

40-49

12

29

6

11

18

18

50-59

15

36

18

32

33

34

60-69

8

19

19

34

27

28

70-79

3

7

7

13

10

10

80-89

4

10

3

5

7

7

Percentages rounded to next whole number.
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Age At Diagnosis
The age at diagnosis variable represented the
subject's age at the time a diagnosis of diabetes was first
made.

A quantile plot for age at diagnosis (see Figure 4)

revealed that the bulk of the data (interquartile range) was
appropriately grouped around a central value with a few
local density areas (strings of horizontal points)
indicating clusterings of some age groups.
Age

0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1.0

Fraction of Data
Figure 4.

Quantile Plot of Age at Diagnosis for Total
Group

The presence of both upward and downward curving
sweeps of data points indicated a spreading out of the
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values at both ends of the distribution.

This dual

spreading was not sufficient to suggest that, by comparison,
the range of values in the middle of the distribution was
smaller, which would have identified an abnormal (i.e.,
kurtoic) but not necessarily asymmetrical shape.

Finally,

one apparently extreme value or outlier suggested the oldest
age in the data set may not have belonged in the
distribution.
The stem-and-leaf display (see Figure 5) revealed a
unimodal distribution (single peak) with a few insignificant
gaps in the data set (missing ages).

Additionally, there

was an appropriate clustering of cases toward the central
value.
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9
3
7
3
9
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9
3
7
3
9

9
3 3
7 7 8 8 8 8 8 9 9
3 3 4 4 4 4 4

Stem numbers are in tens with '*1 denoting an interval of 5.
Figure 5.

Stem-and-Leaf Display of Age at Diagnosis for
Total Group
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In the median hinge display (see Figure 6) a small
uneven spread revealed a slight positive skew.

There was

an approximately equal spread in the two quartiles
comprising the center of the distribution and these were
appropriately smaller than the two comprising the outer
quartiles of the distribution.

With regard to spreads, the

distance between the upper hinge and highest value spread
(24) was 21% greater than the distance between the lower
hinge and lowest value spread (19).

This 21% degree of

difference was repeated in the difference between the
lowspread (26) and highspread (33) confirming evidence of a
positive skew.

However, this skew was the result of an

extreme value in the right tail suggestive of an outlier.

LE

LH

Mdn

UH

UE

24

43

50

59

83

19

7
26

Figure 6.

9
16

24
33

Median Hinge Display of Age at Diagnosis for
Total Group
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The box plot1s graphical summary (see Figure 7) of
the median hinge's numerical display confirmed the small
skew and its cause by depicting a median only slightly
off-centered relative to the upper and lower hinges along
with "whiskers" almost equidistant from the hinges.

The

three extreme values beyond the whiskers1 ends represented
some slight problems in the tails.

First, for a sample

size of 98, a total of five cases or values would be in the
two tails (or 2.5 cases in each tail) of a normally
distributed data set.

The left tail in this distribution,

with its single extreme value, therefore was truncated.
Second, the outermost extreme value in the right tail was
far enough away from the right whisker's end to suggest the
tail was slightly elongated.

Furthermore, this value was

exactly 1 1/2 midspreads from the median, indicating it was
just distant enough to be considered an outlier.

x

24

28

x

32

Figure 7.
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Box Plot Display of Age at Diagnosis for Total
Group
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Translated, the quantile plot's curvilinear shape
indicated that the ranges of subjects' ages at diagnosis in
the youngest (first quartile) and oldest (last quartile)
groups were larger than the range of subjects' ages in the
middle.of the distribution.

The stem-and-leaf display's

unimodal peak identified that the bulk of values belonged to
a single distribution, which is a necessary feature of
symmetrical distributions.
Differences in the median hinge display's various
spreads, at first glance suggested a positive skew,
indicating that the range of age at diagnosis for older
subjects was greater than the age range for the rest of the
subjects.

However "removal" of the last upper age extreme

value completely eliminated the differences in the various
spreads to reveal an underlying symmetrically spread
distribution.

This indicated that the age spread was

similar above and below the median except for one extreme
value.

One way to handle an extreme value is to drop it

from the data set if there is a clinical reason to do so.
Review of this particular case revealed no differences from
the rest of the cases which would justify dropping it from
the data set.
Finally, the box plot's truncated left tail
indicated that the age at diagnosis spread of the youngest
subjects was less than the age at diagnosis spread of the
subjects in the rest of the distribution.

The right tail's
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extension indicated that the spread of the oldest subjects'
ages was greater than the spread of the rest of the
subjects' ages at diagnosis.
Distribution of age at diagnosis for the sample's
male and female subjects was analyzed separately to identify
their individual contributions to the total group's shape
and distribution.

Quantile plots for the two sexes (see

Figures 8, 9) revealed an essentially symmetrical
distribution for both groups with a few plateaus indicating
where there were minor clusterings of some ages at
diagnosis.

Age

0.1

0.2
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Figure 8.

Quantile Plot of Age at Diagnosis for Males
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Quantile Plot of Age at Diagnosis for Females

A combined stem-and-leaf display (see Figure 10)
indicated no gross abnormalities in the middle of either
distribution.

There was an appropriate clustering of cases

toward each group's central value.
Males
8

9 9 8 8 7 6 5
3 3 3 2 0 0
8 7 7 7 7 7 6
4 4 3 3 3 0 0
8 7 6 6 5
2 0
8

4 4 2

7

Females
4
7 9
1 3
5 7 8 9
1 1 2 3
5 6 6 6
0 0 1 2
5 7 8 9
0 0 2 2
5 7 7 7
3

7*

6

8

3

2
2*
3
3*
4
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5
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6
6*

Stem numbers are in tens with
Figure 10.
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3
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3
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2
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3
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*1 denoting an interval of 5.

Stem-and-Leaf-Display of Age at Diagnosis for
Males and Females
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Median hinge displays (see Figure 11) suggested a
positive skew for males and hinted at a smaller one for
females.

Both groups had approximately equal spreads in

the two quartiles comprising the center of their
distributions, and these were appropriately smaller than
the spreads in the remaining two quartiles away from the
median.

However, men had an upper hinge to highest value

spread (18) that was 22% greater than their lower hinge to
lowest value spread (14).

By comparison, women had an

upper hinge to highest value spread (21) that was only 10%
greater than their lower hinge to lowest value spread (19).
These differences were carried through to the larger
spreads.

Males had a 23% greater highspread (26) than

lowspread (20).

Females had a 10% greater highspread (31)

than lowspread (28).

Males

Females
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With regard to the effect of these skews on the
grouped total, it would appear that the men's larger
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positive skew had a greater effect on the total group's
positive skew than the women's comparatively smaller
positive skew.

However, as previously noted, the total

group's positive skew was a phenomenon of one extreme
value, which came from the women's data set.

Without this

one extreme value, the total group's distribution more
closely resembled the women's distribution.

This is partly

due to the fact that women outnumbered men by a 25% margin
so their greater numbers would have a greater influence on
the total group outcome.

Additionally, the men's positive

skew was not large enough to offset the influence of the
women's greater numbers.
The slightly skewed distributions for the two groups
were reflected in the box plots (see Figure 12) where the
median for the male group was slightly more off-centered
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relative to the hinges than the female group.

Whiskers for

the male group were almost equidistant from their hinges
whereas the whisker extending from the female group's lower
hinge was longer than the whisker extending from the upper
hinge.
The shape of the tails was the area in the data sets
of both groups where the distribution's asymmetry was most
apparent.

The lack of any extreme lower values in either

group produced truncated left tails in both.

In the right

tails males had top many values for the size of their total
distribution and both groups' extreme values were far enough
from the whiskers' ends to suggest that the two groups'
right tails were elongated.
The quantile-quantile plot, in which male age at
diagnosis quantiles were plotted against the equivalent
female quantiles (after interpolation) revealed a departure
of the men's data points from the y = x line for the lower
ages (see Figure 13).

This departure was well below the

median, that is, at the lower end of the age range.

Just

above the median, the women's data points departed from the
y = x line indicating their higher ages, relative to men,
particularly when diagnosis occurred in the decade
immediately after the median.
To summarize, EDA techniques identified an
asymmetrical problem in the data set on age at diagnosis.
symmetry plot could be used to help determine the

A
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appropriate type of transformation or reexpression of the
data that is needed to adjust an asymmetrical problem.

Males

22 26 30 34 38 42 46 50 54 58 62 66 70 74 78 82
Females
Figure 13.

Empirical Quantile-Quantile Plot for Male and
Female Ages at Diagnosis

If needed, or desired for parametric analysis, a
power transformation could extend the tail opposite a skew,
while a square root or logarithmic transformation could
pull an extended tail in towards the center of the
distribution.

Overall however, the degree of asymmetry in

the age at diagnosis data was not extreme enough to warrant
recommendation of these additional EDA procedures.
same reason both resistant and nonresistant summary

For the

Ill
statistics could be accepted as adequately reflecting the
age data's shape and distribution.
Based on EDA's resistant statistics findings, the
group's median age at diagnosis was 50 years with a range of
24 to 83 years.

A slight positive skew indicated there was

a larger age range for subjects whose age at diagnosis was
above the median as compared to those with an age at
diagnosis below the median.

Females had a greater age at

diagnosis spread (24-83) than males (28-74).

The median age

at diagnosis for males (48) was 4 years less than for
females (52), although among those diagnosed before the age
of 40 years (17% of the total sample), males were older than
females.

After the age of 40 (83% of the total sample)

women were consistently older than men at time of diagnosis.
Weight Prior to Diagnosis
The weight variable was transformed into percent
desired weight which was derived from weighted sex values
(4.39 for men, 4.76 for women) for body mass index
(wt.[kg]/ht.[cm]2) based on the subject's adult height and
highest adult weight attained prior to the time a diagnosis
of type II diabetes was first made.

A quantile plot for

percent desired weight (see Figure 14) revealed that the
bulk of the data was appropriately grouped around a central
value with one local density area indicating a small
clustering in the 140-145% range of values.
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Weight

Fraction of Data
Figure 14.

Quantile Plot of Percent Desired Weight Prior To
Diagnosis for Total Group

Simultaneous downward and upward curving sweeps of
data points revealed a curvilinear shape to the quantile
plot (which is not to be construed as saying the shape of
the percent desired weight distribution was curvilinear).
These curvatures were not sufficient to suggest that, by
comparison, the range of values in the middle of the
distribution was smaller, which would have identified a
kurtoic, but not necessarily asymmetrical, shape to the
distribution.
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The stem-and-leaf display (see Figure 15) revealed a
unimodal distribution with no major gaps.

There was an

appropriate clustering of cases toward the central value.
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Stem-and-Leaf Display of Percent Desired Weight
Prior to Diagnosis for Total Group
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In the median hinge display (see Figure 16) a very
slight uneven spread pointed to a small positive skew.
There was an approximately equal spread in the two quartiles
comprising the center of the distribution and these were
appropriately smaller than the two outer quartiles of the
distribution.

The distance between the upper hinge and the

highest value spread (35) was 14% greater than the distance
between the lower hinge and the lowest value spread (30).
There also was a 14% difference between the lowspread (44)
and highspread (51) depicting a slight positive skew
primarily encompassing the right outer quartile.
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The box plot's summary (see Figure 17) confirmed the
slightness of the skew by depicting a median very slightly
off-centered relative to the upper and lower hinges along
with whiskers almost equidistant from the hinges.

Since a

normal distribution would have included between two and
three values in each tail for this group's size, the
existence of only one extreme value beyond the right
whisker indicated an abrupt termination of both tails.
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Translated, the quantile plot's curvilinear shape
indicated that the range of percent desired weights in the
first (smallest values) and last (largest values) quartiles
were greater than the range of percent desired weights in
the middle of the distribution.

The stem-and-leaf

display's unimodal peak identified a symmetrically-shaped
distribution.
The small differences in the median hinge display's
various spreads, which suggested a positive skew, indicated
the range of the largest percent desired weights was
slightly greater than the range of the percent desired
weighty in the rest of the distribution.

Finally, the box

plot's truncated tails indicated a smaller spread of
percent desired weight values in the first and fourth
quartiles as compared to the second and third quartiles.
Distribution of percent desired weight for the
sample's male and female subjects was analyzed separately to
identify their individual contributions to the shape of the
total group's distribution.

Quantile plots (see Figures

18, 19) showed that it was primarily the women who had the
minor cluster of local density points identified in the
total group data.
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Quantile Plot of Percent Desired Weight Prior
To Diagnosis for Females
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A combined stem-and-leaf display (see Figure 20)
revealed at least one gap in each group's data set.

The

prevailing pattern was a unimodal distribution for each sex,
albeit with possible asymmetry.
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Median hinge displays (see Figure 21) provided the
first suggestion of problems in the shape of the distribu
tions.

Both sexes had much smaller lower hinge to median

spreads than median to upper hinge spreads, with the men's
being 150% smaller and the women's being 77% smaller.

In

addition, the men's lowest value to lower hinge spread (26)
was 38% smaller than their upper hinge to highest value
spread (36), and their lowspread of 32 was 59% smaller than
their highspread of 51.

By comparison, the women's

lowspread of 41 was 17% smaller than their highspread of 48.
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The box plots' graphical summaries for the two sexes
(see Figure 22) helped to visualize why the spreads were
asymmetrical.

Both groups had medians that were off-

centered relative to their hinges demonstrating a positive
skew involving the quartiles adjacent to the median.

Both

group's positive skews also encompassed their right outer
quartiles, but for different reasons.

The women's outer

quartile contained a right whisker larger than their left
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whisker.

The men's outer quantile had two additional

extreme values beyond the right whisker as compared with
their left outer quartile.

They also had an outlier which

indicated an extended right tail.
The different asymmetrical shapes in the spread of
percent desired weight values for each sex combined to form
a near normal shaped spread appearance for the group as a
whole (cf. Figure 17).

Offsetting skews is one way in

which a normal total group spread could emerge.

But the

normal appearing spread of percent desired weight values
for the total group emerged primarily from offsetting
differences between the spreads of the men's lower values
and the women's higher values.
The men's median was close to the total group's
lower hinge while their upper hinge was close to the total
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group's median and identical to the women's median.

The

men's lower values helped to extend what would have been a
foreshortened left whisker for the total group.

Concomi

tantly, the women's higher values not only helped to bring
the median for the total group toward the center of the
group spread, but also canceled the men's extra extreme
values and outlier.
The quantile-quantile plot, in which male percent
desired weight quantiles were plotted against the equivalent
female quantiles (after interpolation) demonstrated that
throughout the entire range of percent desired weights women
consistently had higher values than men (see Figure 23).
There was a trend towards widely scattered data
points at both ends of the distribution and a consistent
pattern throughout of departures of the females' data
points away from the y = x line.
To summarize, EDA techniques revealed an essentially
normal distribution of percent desired weight values for
the total group.

While the women's values had some

asymmetrical features they were not extreme.

Therefore,

either parametric or nonparametric summary statistics would
adequately describe the total group and female
distributions.

The male's positive skew indicated that

parametric summary statistics would not be totally accurate
in describing their distribution.

If further parametric
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statistical analyses were to be considered, a square root
or logarithmic transformation to reexpress the data would
be necessary.
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Figure 23.

Empirical Quantile-Quantile Plot of Male and
Female Percent Desired Weights Prior to
Diagnosis

Based on EDA resistant statistical findings the
total group profile of percent desired weight included a
median of 140% with a range of 96-191%.

There was an even

spread of values throughout the distribution.

The median

weight value for females (143) was 10% larger than the
male's median weight value (128).

Female values were 6%
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higher than male values at both ends of their distribu
tions; 102 as compared with 96 and 191 as compared with 179.
On the other hand, although women had both the
largest low values and the largest high values, there was
little difference in the size of the range of the two
group's values.

The range of the men's values was 83 and

the women's 86.

The men's highest value (179) was 46%

larger than their lowest value (96).

The women's highest

value (191) was 47% larger than their lowest value (102).
It was clear that the women, with their consistently
higher percent desired weights and their 25% greater
numbers, had the greater influence on the total group
median.

The men's median of 128 was 9% smaller than the

total group median of 140, which in turn was 2% smaller than
the women's median of 143.
In sum, the group's median of 140 was 40% above the
percent desired weight norm for the U.S. population as a
whole.

Although lower than the women's, the men's percent

desired weight averaged 28% above the norm, while women
averaged 43% above the norm.

Fifteen percent of the total

group had a normal weight or were overweight (9% men, 6%
women), 52% were moderately obese (27% men, 26% women), and
33% were severely or morbidly obese (7% men, 26% women).
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Blood Glucose Value at Diagnosis
The blood glucose variable represented the initial
elevated laboratory value which led to, or confirmed, the
diagnosis of diabetes.

Approximately 25% of the blood

glucose values were listed in the patients' charts as
fasting values.

Another 39% were listed as random while the

remaining 37% had no explicit delineation.
A quantile plot for the blood glucose values (see
Figure 24) revealed some clustering of values depending on
where boundaries were arbitrarily set.

Approximately 34% of

subjects had values in the 150-190 mg/dl while a second
cluster, representing 21% of all subjects, had values in the
230-270 mg/dl range.

The presence of an upward curving

sweep of data points indicated a positive skew along with
several outlying cases or outliers for the highest blood
glucose values.
The stem-and-leaf display (see Figure 25) revealed a
gap in the distribution due to a relative lack of values in
the 200-225 mg/dl range.

It was this lack of values, as

opposed to an excessive number of values in the ranges
adjacent to the 200-225 mg/dl range, that produced the gap.
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Stem-and-Leaf Display of Blood Glucose Value
at Diagnosis for Total Group
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Aside from this asymmetrical problem the bulk of the data
did tend to cluster, in a very broad sense, towards a
central value.

While the stem-and-leaf display is most

useful for analyzing the center of a distribution, it was
possible to see that outlying cases in the dataset
documented an extremely elongated right tail.
The median hinge display (see Figure 26) documented
an appropriate clustering of values around the median with
an approximately equal spread of values in the two quartiles
flanking the median.
outer quartiles.

Serious problems were apparent in the

The distance between the median and lower

hinge (66) was 32% greater than the distance between the
lower hinge and the lowest value (47).

The distance

between the upper hinge and the highest value (515) was 87%
greater than the distance between the median and the upper
hinge (69).

The highspread of 584 was five times that of

the lowspread's 113 indicating a strong positive skew.
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The skewing that the median hinge spreads revealed,
occurred throughout the entire distribution as evidenced by
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each quartile being exceeded by the next quartile; the
spread values being 47, 66, 69, and 515.

As a result, the

lowspread of 113 was lower than the midspread of 135, and
this was lower than the highspread of 584.

This pervasive

skew was more serious than if the asymmetrical distribution
of blood glucose values had been due to only a few extreme
values.

The greater the pervasiveness of a skew the less

representative are such nonresistant statistics as the mean
and the standard deviation.

Nonresistant statistics,

therefore, would not be appropriate numerical summaries of
choice for the blood glucose values.
The box plot summary (see Figure 27) revealed a
median approximately equidistant from the hinges suggesting
a near normal shape to the center of the distribution.

The

foreshortened left whisker and elongated right whisker
depicted the asymmetrical problems previously discussed in
the median hinge display.

The most important additional

information gained was the clear identification of six
extreme values beyond the right whisker.

Four of the six
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values were large enough to be considered outliers.

These

values, representing an elongated tail, added to the
asymmetrical distribution of blood glucose values.
Translated, the quantile plot's curvilinear shape
(above the median) identified that the range of subjects'
blood glucose values at time of diagnosis increased with
higher values.

The gap revealed in the stem-and-leaf

display was most likely a random fluctuation in the data
set's distribution of blood glucose values, given the
relatively small sample size.
Differences in the median hinge display's various
spreads, which identified a severe and pervasive positive
skew, indicated an ever increasing spread of blood glucoses
from lowest to highest values.

Finally, the box plot's

truncated left tail indicated the spread of the smaller
blood glucose values was less than the spread of the
remaining blood glucose values.

The extremely elongated

right tail indicated the spread of the largest blood
glucose values was considerably greater than the spread of
blood glucose values in the rest of the distribution.
Distribution of blood glucose values at time of
diagnosis for the sample's male and female subjects was
analyzed separately to identify their individual con
tributions to the shape of the total grouped data's
distribution.

Quantile plot distributions of blood glucose

values for the two sexes (see Figures 28, 29) revealed that
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females more than males tended to have the same clusterings
of quantile plot values noted in the total group data.
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The combined stem-and-leaf display (see Figure 30)
indicated that both sexes had gaps in their distributions.
But it was the relatively greater lack of certain male
values which was reflected in the previously noted total
group distribution's gap.
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Median hinge displays (see Figure 31) revealed that
both sexes had asymmetrical spreads resulting in strong
positive skews.

The men had a greater influence than the

women on the total group's skew due to a highspread that was
59% greater than the women's highspread.
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Box plot distributions (see Figure 32) revealed that
the men's median was approximately equidistant from the
hinges but the women's median was off-centered relative to
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the hinges.

Both sexes had extreme values and outliers

resulting in very elongated right tails.

The men's more

extreme, and greater number of, outliers resulted in a much
more elongated tail than the women's.

The influence of the

men's outliers on the total group's elongated right tail was
clear.

Finally, the lack of any extreme lower values

indicated truncated left tails for both sexes.
The quantile-quantile plot distribution in which
male blood glucose quantiles were plotted against female
blood glucose quantiles (after interpolation) revealed a
small departure from the y = x line by females for low
glucose values and a large departure from the y = x line by
males for higher glucose values (see Figure 33).
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The larger the blood glucose values the more widely
scattered and the further the men's data points were from
the y = x line.
To summarize, while neither sex had a normal shaped
blood glucose distribution, the men's was more asymmetrical
than the women's.

Furthermore, despite having 25% fewer

subjects than the women, men had more influence on the total
group's asymmetrically shaped distribution.

The degree of

asymmetry in all three data sets was severe enough to
indicate that any further parametric analyses would require
such additional EDA procdures as square root or logarithmic
transformations to induce greater symmetry in the distribu
tion based on reexpression of the data.

Additionally, the

use of numerical summaries based on nonresistant statistics
clearly would be inappropriate given the extent of the data
sets' asymmetrical distributions.
Based on EDA's resistant statistics the group's
profile of initial blood glucose values included a median of
241 mg/dl with a range of 128-825 mg/dl.

There was a

larger blood glucose value spread above the median than
below as represented by a strong positive skew.

A

relatively small lowest value to lower hinge spread
represented a small range of values for the lower blood
glucoses as compared with the rest of the distribution,
while an elongated right tail represented a very large
range for the highest blood glucose values.
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The men's 260 mg/dl median blood glucose value was
9% larger than the women's 236 mg/dl median value, and the
men's highest blood glucose value (825 mg/dl) was 43% larger
than the women's highest value (468 mg/dl).

Similar

findings were reflected in the quantile-quantile plot where
departures from the y = x line demonstrated that below the
median men averaged slightly smaller blood glucose values
than women, while above the median men averaged much higher
blood glucose values than the women.
The range of blood glucose values was 53% larger
for the men (697) than for the women (329).

The men's

larger spread was a result of having both a smaller low
value (128) than the women (139) and a greater high value
(825) than the women (468).

The men's highest value (825)

was 84% larger than their lowest value (128).

The women's

highest value (468) was 70% larger than their lowest value
(139).

The total group's spread was a direct reflection of

the men's much larger range of values and the total group's
elongated right tail included only the men's outliers.
In sum, initial blood glucose diabetic values
averaged 140 mg/dl greater than normal nondiabetic levels.
On average, men had higher first blood glucose values than
women, a greater spread of values, and the largest of the
high values.
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Age and Weight
The relationship between age at diagnosis and
percent desired weight prior to diagnosis was explored
•c

through scatter plot analysis (see Figure 34).

There was a

weak but persistent negative relationship throughout the
full range of values for the total group.
Data having ambiguous scatter patterns sometimes
can be clarified by dividing the scatter into strips with an
equal number of data points in each and locating the median
in each strip.

Marking each strip's median helps to bring

out a latent pattern if one exists.

A median strip plot

for the total group (see Figure 35) helped to clarify the
small persistent negative relationship between the age and
weight variables.
Scatter plots and median strip plots for the two
sexes revealed the same overall negative relationship for
both groups with no new information (see Appendices B, C).
The values which provided the most influence on each
group's negative relationship differed however.

The men's

strongest negative relationship existed in the group with
the highest percent desired weights.

Conversely, the

women's strongest negative relationship existed in the group
with the lowest percent desired weights (see Table 4).
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Scatter Plot of Age at Diagnosis By
Percent Desired Weight Prior to Diagnosis
for Total Group
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Median Strip Plot of Age at Diagnosis By
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Total Group
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Table 4.

Frequency of Male and Female Diabetics Below and
Above Their Group Age at Diagnosis Median in
Three Percent Desired Weight Categories

Percent Desired Weight
Overweight Obese
Morbidly Obese
(<119) (120-149)
(>149)
Diabetics

f

(%)

f

(%)

f

(%)

Males (n = 42)
< Age group median3

4(44)

11(42)

7 (100)

> Age group median3

5 (56)

15 (58)

0

< Age group median15

0

(00)

13 (52)

16 (64)

> Age group median13

6 (100)

12 (48)

9 (36)

(00)

Females (n = 56)

3Male

group median for age at diagnosis = 48 years.

bFemale

group median for age at diagnosis = 52 years.
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Among the males with percent desired weights greater
than 149 (morbidly obese), 100% were younger at diagnosis
than their group median.

The average age at diagnosis for

the seven men was 41 years compared with the male group
median of 48 years.

Among the females with percent desired

weights less than 120 (normal or simple overweight), 100%
were older at diagnosis than their group median.

The

average age at diagnosis for the six women was 65 years
compared with the female group median of 52 years.

These

data suggested that the negative relationship between age at
diagnosis and percent desired weight prior to diagnosis for
both groups, was most apparent at the extreme ends of each
distribution.
When the data for the two sexes were combined in
the total group scatter plot, each sex's strongest negative
relationship was somewhat canceled out by addition of the
other group's values.

Nevertheless an overall slight

negative relationship was retained for the group as a whole.
For example, 11 of the 15 (73%) subjects with percent
desired weights less than 120, were younger than the total
group median for age at diagnosis.

Conversely, 23 of the 32

subjects with percent desired weights greater than 149 were
older than the total group median for age at diagnosis.

By

comparison, there was an approximately equal split above and
below the age at diagnosis median (47% and 53% respectively)
for subjects with percent desired weights between 120-149.
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In sum, a small negative relationship was found in
the total group and both sexes, for higher percent desired
weight prior to diagnosis to be associated with lower age at
diagnosis and vice versa.

This relationship was strongest

for women with the lowest percent desired weights and for
men with the highest percent desired weights.
Age and Blood Glucose
Scatter plot analysis of the relationship between
age and initial blood glucose at diagnosis (see Figure 36)
suggested a very slight trend towards a negative relation
ship with higher age at diagnosis being associated with
lower blood glucose values.

A median strip plot for the

total group (see Figure 37) identified small trends toward a
negative relationship for values above the median and below
the lower hinge.

These were offset by a comparatively

stronger positive relationship for values from the lower
hinge to the median.
Analysis of scatter plots for the two sexes
suggested that males had a very slight trend towards a
negative relationship and females had an equally slight
trend towards a positive relationship.

Median strip plots

for the two sexes revealed random fluctuations demonstrating
the lack of a consistent relationship between the two
variables (see Appendices D, E).

In sum, no consistent
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overall pattern emerged on the scatter plots to indicate a
relationship between age and blood glucose at diagnosis.
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ScatterPlot of Age at Diagnosis By Blood
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Weight and Blood Glucose
Scatter plot analysis of the relationship between
percent desired weight prior to diagnosis and blood glucose
at time of diagnosis (see Figure 38) revealed no discernable
trend for the total group, nor for either sex (see Appendix
F).

A median strip plot for the total group (see Figure 39)

and for each sex (see Appendix G) revealed offsetting
fluctuations demonstrating the lack of a consistent
identifiable pattern representing the full range
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of values.

In sum, no clear relationships were found to

exist between percent desired weight prior to diagnosis and
blood glucose values obtained at time of diagnosis.
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Figure 39.

Median Strip Plot of Percent Desired Weight
Prior to Diagnosis By Blood Glucose
Value at Diagnosis for Total Group

To summarize, scatter plot analyses of the relation
ships among the study's three variables uncovered no highly
positive or negative relationships between any of the
variables.

The relationship between age at diagnosis and
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percent desired weight prior to dignosis had the most
evidence of a trend towards a weak but persistent negative
relationship throughout the full range of the two variables'
values.

The relationship between age at diagnosis and blood

glucose at time of diagnosis had a weak suggestion of older
ages being associated with smaller blood glucose values,
while the relationship between percent desired weight prior
to diagnosis and blood glucose value at time of diagnosis
had no clearly discernable association.
Summary
Presented in this chapter were the results obtained
from a study on selected components of Navajo diabetes.
Characteristics of the study sample's 98 full blood Navajo
diabetic subjects were presented, including a female to male
split of 56 to 42, a total group median age of 58.6 years,
and a total group mean duration for diabetes of 7.66 years.
Data on the study's variables of age at diagnosis,
weight prior to diagnosis, and blood glucose at diagnosis
were presented for the total group and each sex.

Explora

tory data analysis techniques were used to evaluate the data
with a primary focus on an analysis of symmetry in the
data's distribution patterns.

Minor asymmetrical problems

were found for the variables of age at diagnosis and percent
desired weight.

More serious asymmetrical problems were

found for the blood glucose variable.

Suggestions for
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dealing with the asymmetries were made if further analyses especially parametric - were to be done.
Using exploratory data analysis technique's nonresistant statistics, each variable's major characteristics
were numerically summarized.

The median age at diagnosis

for the total group was 50 years, with a median of 48 years
for men and 52 years for women.

Women were diagnosed as

diabetic at a younger age than men below the age of 40,
while above the age of 40, women were older than men at time
of diagnosis.
The median percent desired weight prior to
diagnosis for the total group was 140%.

Women consistently

had higher percent desired weights than men throughout the
entire range of values.

The women's median percent desired

weight (143) was 10% larger than the men's (128).

While 52%

of the total group was moderately obese (120-149 percent
desired weight), 33% was morbidly obese (greater than 149
percent desired weight).

Of this latter group, 26% (N = 25)

were females and 7% (N = 7) were men.
The median blood glucose value for the total group
was 241 mg/dl.

The men's median blood glucose value of 260

mg/dl was 24 mg/dl (9%) higher than the women's median
blood glucose value of 236 mg/dl.

On average, men had

higher blood glucose values at time of diagnosis than
women, along with the largest of the highest values.
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Data on the relationships among each of the study's
three variables were presented based on scatter plot
analysis.

The scatter plots revealed a negative

association for both sexes and the total group between age
at diagnosis and percent desired weight prior to diagnosis.
More specifically, men with the highest percent desired
weights prior to diagnosis were younger at diagnosis than
the group median while women with the lowest percent desired
weights were older at diagnosis than the group median.
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CHAPTER 6
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Presented in this chapter are interpretations of the
findings in this study on selected components of type II
diabetes among the Navajos with a focus on clinical
implications.

Discussion of implications encompasses the

numerical summary results of each study variable as well as
alternative patterns in the distribution of each variable's
dataset, which exploratory data analysis techniques
uncovered.

Conclusions are presented with a dual focus on

the characteristics of newly diagnosed Navajo type II
diabetics and on the use of exploratory data analysis
techniques in epidemiological studies.
The conceptual framework within which this study on
Navajo diabetics was organized was epidemiology's
agent-host-environment triad.

As previously noted, the

agent in noninsulin dependent diabetes mellitus is some
form of insulin abnormality.
Primary host factors, as determined from the
literature review, included race, sex, and age.

Race was

treated as a controlled variable in this study while sex
and age were investigated along with the environmental
factor of life-style as expressed by weight.

In addition,
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the variable of blood glucose value at time of diagnosis
was analyzed to provide an early assessment of the clinical
condition of the newly diagnosed type II diabetic.

Analysis

of the findings for each variable is presented below.
Race
The literature review identified different rates of
diabetes among ethnic groups with several American Indian
tribes having some of the highest diabetic prevalence rates
in the world.

Researchers of one American Indian diabetic

study strongly recommended that diabetic research on
American Indians include an evaluation of the heterogeneity
of the group's Indian blood since their results found
diabetic rates varied with degree of Indian blood.

The

race factor in this study on Navajo type II diabetics was
automatically controlled for since all 98 subjects were
listed as full blood Navajos on their medical records
charts.

Sex
The literature review identified that sex ratios in
diabetic prevalence rates have varied between population
groups and over time within population groups.

Currently

the World Health Organization reports a 1.4:1 female to male
ratio in North American and Western European diabetics.

In

all the American Indian diabetic studies reviewed females
outnumbered their male counterparts.
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Among this study's diabetic Navajo population women
outnumbered men by a 1.3:1 ratio.

How accurate a

representation this was of the true sex ratio depends on
factors associated with the study design in which females
may have been inadvertently overrepresented.

For example,

more females than males may have used the Navajo Nation
Health Foundation's health care facility from which the
diabetic data were obtained.

The Foundation believed that

virtually everyone in their health care district was
represented in their medical records, however.
Another potential study design error could have
occurred when the original 555 living full blood Navajo type
II diabetics found in the Foundation's medical records was
reduced to the 98 in the final study sample because of
selection criteria.

However, a 1.35:1 female to male ratio

was found for the original 555 diabetics.
Finally, there was the possibility that different
clinical screening and/or diagnostic criteria were biased in
favor of identifying more of the female than male
diabetics.

There was no evidence in the clinical records

to support such a supposition.

It is assumed, therefore,

that the sex ratio found for the Navajo diabetics in this
study was reasonably accurate.
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Age at Diagnosis
Research studies have documented increasing diabetic
prevalence rates with increasing age.

Support for this

trend among the Navajos was evident in that there were close
to 10% more subjects (N = 9) who had been diagnosed as
diabetic at an age above the Navajo group median than below
For the total group, there was a steady

the median.

increase in the number diagnosed up to approximately age 55
before gradually declining.
Factors that could have affected the accuracy of the
Navajo age at diagnosis data included frequency of testing,
methods involved, and diagnostic criteria used.

While

there was evidence that these factors were operating in the
clinical setting, there was no indication that they biased
the data to produce the study finding of increased diabetic
prevalence rate with increased age.
Although males had a younger age at diagnosis median
than females, females tended to be younger at the time of
diagnosis.

Except for one 28 year old man, no other male

was diagnosed as diabetic until age 35, whereas there were
five females who had been diagnosed as diabetic before age
35.

(Note that no gestational diabetics were involved in

this study.)

After age 59, more than twice the percent of

women (17/56 = 30%) than men (6/42 = 14%) were diagnosed as
diabetic.

Clinically, the data suggested a need for
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screening and extra diagnostic sensitivity as early as age
25 for females and by at least age 35 for males.

Additional

attention to older aged women also would be warranted.
EDA techniques identified a few asymmetrical
problems in the distribution of age at diagnosis values.
These were not sufficient to warrant the use of only
resistant statistics in summarizing the characteristics of
this distribution.

That is to say, such nonresistant

statistics as the mean and standard deviation would provide
as sufficiently accurate a numerical summary as such
resistant statistics as the median and midspread.
Aside from providing guidance for the selection of
appropriate statistical summaries, EDA graphical techniques
reveal important characteristics of the distribution which
may have clinical significance but are obscured by
numerical summarization.

For example, the total group age

at diagnosis distribution had one extreme value which could
be labeled an outlier since it was exactly 1 1/2 midspreads
from the median.

Clinically, this one abnormally high age

at diagnosis suggested a late diagnosis.

That is, the

diagnosis of diabetes was made late in the diabetic's
illness or the diabetic's medical chart did not include a
record of an earlier diagnosis.
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Weight Prior to Diagnosis
Obesity was recognized in the literature review as
the major extrinsic factor most consistently associated
with the development of noninsulin dependent diabetes.
Newly diagnosed diabetics, in particular, are frequently
obese.

Eighty-five percent of the Navajo diabetics in this

study were obese (52% moderately obese, 33% morbidly obese).
There was an equal number of moderately obese males and
females, but females were almost four times more frequently
morbidly obese than males.

Finally, women were consistently

heavier than men throughout the entire range of percent
desired weights.
Heights and weights for the diagnosed diabetics were
collected with normal street clothing and shoes on.

Some

of the more obvious factors that could have influenced the
accuracy of the data included heavier clothing for one sex
than the other, shoe heel heights (the percent desired
weight formula included weight divided by squared height),
fat versus muscle weight, and differential weighing
frequency for the two sexes.
Older Navajo women tended to wear a comparatively
heavy traditional velvet blouse and full skirt, (to say
nothing of heavy silver jewelry), but Navajo women under
the age of 35 years were more likely to wear lighter
westernized clothing.

Somewhat offsetting the older

women's heavier clothing might have been the men's
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relatively heavy "cowboy" boots.

But the boot's high heels

would produce slightly taller heights, thereby mitigating
the extra weight.

Presumably some male weights would have

had a higher proportion of muscle to fat than most female
weights.

This factor would have been somewhat mitigated by

the slightly different formula used to compute each sex's
percent desired weight.

The skill and consistency with

which heights and weights were taken - and recorded - over
time also varied.
So many factors which could have influenced the
data1s accuracy were involved that several assumptions
needed to be made.

Some of the factors undoubtedly

canceled each other out.

Much of the remaining error would

be small compared to the total amounts involved.

That is,

true weights and heights only varied from obtained weights
and heights by a few pounds and an inch or two.

The amount

and degree of obesity found in the study population was so
large that the comparatively small errors in the clinical
data would not challenge the validity of true obesity in
this diabetic group.
The possibility that differential clinical data
collection of heights and weights may have resulted in a
biased sample, needs to be considered.

Representative of

this issue are such factors as some individuals using the
health care facilities more frequently and thus having a
higher possibility of getting their heights and weights
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recorded, some people being weighed more frequently because
they are obviously more overweight, others using the health
care facilities for the specific purpose of weight control,
and some individuals using the facilities for reasons that
preclude collection of height and weight data such as
emergency room visits.
Until recently heights and weights were not
routinely collected for clinic or hospital encounters in
general, nor for suspected or known diabetics in
particular.

Therefore, such chance factors as noted above

may have influenced the final sample for this study since
only subjects with the requisite data, including height and
weight prior to diagnosis, became part of the final sample.
One check on unequal height and weight data
collection was to look at those diagnosed diabetics in the
Foundation's health care district who were not part of the
final study sample because of missing data.

Among the

subjects who had insufficient height and weight data to
become part of the final sample, 56% were women and 44%
were men.

Additionally, among the subjects who had

adequate height and weight data, but lacked other data
needed to be part of the final sample, 57% were women and
43% were men.

These data suggested there was no

proportional bias in data collection of heights and weights
for each sex since the data on heights and weights of those
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not in the final sample were in equal proportion to each
group's total representation in the final study.
In addition, the range of percent desired weights
for the group of subjects who had adequate height and
weight data but lacked other data needed to be part of the
final sample was analyzed.

This group had approximately

the same numbers of overweight, moderately obese, and
morbidly obese as the study sample group.
The assumption for this study, then, was that the
difference in percent desired weights between male and
female Navajo type II diabetics was accurate and not a
product of biased sampling.

Clinical implications for the

study finding on weight included the need for screening and
extra diagnostic sensitivity for moderately and morbidly
obese Navajos.

Women in particular should be monitored

because of their greater overall excess weight as well as
much higher numbers in the morbidly obese group.
Techniques of EDA identified small, insignificant
symmetry problems in the total group and the female's
percent desired weight distributions that would not
preclude use of parametric statistics in numerical
summarization.

The men's distribution was sufficiently

asymmetrical that the potential for inaccuracy in
parametric summarization would need to be recognized.

For

example, use of the men's mean percent desired weight of
133%, rather than the median of 128%, would presume a
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higher average percent desired weight for the men than
actually existed.

Use of the men's standard deviation of

19.04 would imply more of an equitable distribution of
weight values than actually existed since there was a 59%
difference between the men's lowspread (32) and highspread
(51) demonstrating a large inequality of the distribution
of cases around the central value.
Besides the clinical implications abstracted from
EDA's numerical summaries, additional clinical implications
are possible from visually perceiving the shape of a
distribution.

In the stem-and-leaf displays for the two

sexes there was a data gap in the 125-129 percent desired
weight range for females and in the 130-134 percent desired
weight range for males.

If these gaps were not statistical

perturbations in a small dataset they could have clinical
significance by possibly representing two separate subgroups
in the percent desired weight distributions.

There may have

been something clinically different between Navajo male and
female diabetics whose percent desired weights prior to
diagnosis were above and below the gaps.
If the gaps are statistical perturbations of small
datasets, expanding the data base should eliminate the
perturbations.

Percent desired weights of an additional 70

diagnosed diabetics in the Foundation's health care
district, on whom percent desired weight data were
available (but who were not in the final sample because of
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other missing data), were added to the study sample of 98.
A stem-and-leaf display of this larger group, 57% of whom
were women and 43% of whom were men, maintained the gap of
missing data for the women only.
There are several reasons for suggesting the women's
gap still is a perturbation of a small dataset.

Since the

men's gap disappeared with a larger dataset, there is a
chance the women's gap would too with additional cases.

The

women's gap falls below the lower hinge which encompasses
less than 19% of the total sample where the lack of one or
two cases would appear disproportionately large.

Finally,

there is no valid clinical rationale to support two
different percent desired weight subgroups for type II
diabetic Navajo women but not for type II diabetic Navajo
men.

Persistence of the women's gap in a much larger

dataset, however, would warrant a reassessment.
Despite rejecting the possibility of separate
percent desired weight subgroups for Navajo type II
diabetics, the value of EDA's visual displays is apparent.
Without a graph's visual portrayal of the shape of a
distribution, the identification of unanticipated or
alternative patterns which can lead to new discoveries
about the data, is not possible.
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Blood Glucose Value at Diagnosis
Blood glucose values at time of diagnosis were
included in this study to obtain an early clinical
appraisal of the newly diagnosed type II Navajo diabetic.
Median blood glucose values for men and women were 260 mg/dl
and 236 mg/dl respectively while the total group median was
241 mg/dl.

There are two alternative interpretations to the

high blood glucose values obtained in the newly diagnosed
diabetics.

One is that among Navajos, initial blood glucose

values escalate precipitously in the early stages of type II
diabetic development.

A second is that Navajo type II

diabetics are diagnosed at a late stage in the development
of their diabetes when their blood glucose values have begun
rising higher.

To make either assumption at this point

would be hazardous, given the large number of intervening
factors which could influence the accuracy of the Navajo
dataset on blood glucose values at time of diagnosis.
Accuracy of Navajo blood glucose values are
especially vulnerable to the various factors discussed in
the literature review section under methodological issues.
Because of the number involved only a few of the more
obvious factors believed to have relevance for the Navajo
data will be discussed.
There is a good probability that some of the
subjects diagnosed as type II diabetics had previous,
potential, or actual impaired glucose tolerance as defined
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under the new classification scheme of the National
Diabetes Data Group and World Health Organization.
Detection strategies, type of clinical testing, and
diagnostic criteria varied over the time period from which
the data for this study came so that some subjects were
probably diagnosed later in their illness than others.

Some

subjects in the study could have been false positives or
false negatives yet were considered type II diabetics for
this study because of limited medical record information.
Clinic utilization patterns also would have affected when a
diabetic was diagnosed.
One of the most important factors affecting the
accuracy of the blood glucose values was the study criterion
of highest available value over 119 mg/dl regardless of
fasting state or collection time.

Both random and fasting

values were collected as well as values obtained throughout
the entire range of the glucose testing period.
Despite these many factors affecting the potential
accuracy of the data, a few of which undoubtedly canceled
each other out, information on the distribution of the
subjects' blood glucose values was useful.

In addition,

the dataset provided an excellent example of the value of
using EDA techniques.

To the extent that the data

represented the actual distribution pattern of initial
blood glucose values, the following clinical implications
should be considered.
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The relatively high values indicated a need to
identify and treat Navajo type II diabetics earlier in their
illness.

In addition, the Navajo males' high median and

very high upper values suggested they were diagnosed even
later in their illness than the women.
several reasons for this.

There may have been

The men may have delayed coming

to the clinic and/or may have ignored diabetic signs and
symptoms of illness.

Differential symptomatology may have

been a factor in that many women at time of diagnosis
complained of perineal itching, while far fewer men
complained of genital pruritis at time of diagnosis.

Men's

behavioral patterns, such as binge drinking or eating, also
may have produced greater hyperglycemic states.
With regard to EDA findings, the blood glucose
distribution was seriously skewed throughout the entire
range of values.

This meant nonresistant statistics would

not provide an accurate numerical summarization.

There was

a 22 point difference between the nonresistant mean
(263.11) and the resistant median (240.50).

Use of the

mean would have presumed a considerably higher average blood
glucose value than actually existed.

The mean also had 61%

of all cases below the central value.

Use of the standard

deviation would have suggested a more even spread than
actually existed in the cases distributed around the
central value.

In reality there was a 1,096% difference in
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the spread of values between the first and fourth
quartiles.
The existence of four outliers - represented by
blood glucose values between 550-825 mg/dl - suggested
these extreme values may not have been part of the total
distribution.

Clinically, they may have represented

subjects who, for whatever reason, were diagnosed late in
their illness.

On the other hand, these subjects may have

belonged to a unique subset of the total group which
deserved separate analysis.
Bivariate Analyses
The relationships among the various study variables
revealed only one weak, but persistent negative trend; a
tendency for younger aged subjects at diagnosis to have
higher percent desired weights and vice versa.
clinical implications were apparent.

Two

Whereas the risk for

developing diabetes increased with age, younger subjects
increased their risk status by becoming obese.

On the other

hand, while obese subjects were at higher risk for diabetes,
older subjects with lower percent desired weights became
higher risks for developing diabetes by virtue of aging.
Data from the Pima Indian diabetic studies showed
that the more obese Pimas developed their diabetes at an
earlier age than the less obese and that obesity was more
of a factor in precipitating diabetes in those under age 35
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than over.

All six Navajo subjects (one male, five

females) under the age of 35 at time of diagnosis had
percent desired weights above 140%, while four of the six
had percent desired weights above 150% (morbidly obese).
Conversely, all 15 Navajo subjects (nine males, six females)
with percent desired weights under 120% (normal and over
weight, but not obese) were older than 35 years of age at
time of diagnosis.
As previously noted, increased age and weight were
identified as risk factors for developing diabetes among
the Navajos.

The bivariate analysis of the relationship

between percent desired weight and age at diagnosis
suggested the "protection" of younger age could be breached
by obesity.

On the other hand, the "protection" of lower

percent desired weight could not offset older age for those
susceptible to developing diabetes.

Clinical implications

would include targeting the young obese and the older aged
Navajos for diabetic screening and health education
activities.
The lack of any strong relationships among the other
variables did not preclude the possibility of clinical
significances.

For example, while higher percent desired

weight and older age was associated with increased risk of
developing diabetes, they were not associated with higher
initial blood glucose values.

This suggested that the

vigor with which treatment is initiated would need to be
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evaluated on an individual case by case basis, rather than
on the assumption that greater weight or higher age, in and
of itself, warranted a more vigorous initiation of
treatment.
Summary and Conclusions
A profile of the diagnosed type II Navajo diabetic
included a male to female ratio of 1:1.3, with a median age
of 50 years at diagnosis, a median percent desired weight of
140% prior to diagnosis, and a median initial blood glucose
value at diagnosis of 241 mg/dl.

Women were consistently

heavier than men, including having had almost four times
more of the morbidly obese in their group.

More women than

men were diagnosed at the very youngest (under 30) and very
oldest (over 60) age ranges.

Younger ages at diagnosis were

associated with higher percent desired weights prior to
diagnosis and lower percent desired weights prior to
diagnosis were associated with older ages at diagnosis.
Thus, excess weight appeared to contribute to earlier
development of diabetes among the younger Navajos, while age
appeared to contribute to a later development of diabetes
among the older Navajos.
There is nothing in the above findings that runs
counter to what is already known about contributing factors
in the development of diabetes for other population groups.
This is due, partly, to the general nature and beginning
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level of assessment with which this study was concerned.
The importance of the findings comes from having a
preliminary assessment of type II Navajo diabetics which has
been developed from a Navajo database.
Without a Navajo database, the approach to Navajo
type II diabetics has been based on assumptions
extrapolated from diabetic studies of other American Indian
groups (especially Pima Indians), or worse, from the U.S.
general diabetic population profile.

A Navajo-based

diabetic profile will permit a more accurate and meaningful
assessment of the type II Navajo diabetic, beginning with
detection and continuing with management.

Progress with

compliance and control can be measured from a Navajo
database rather than totally inappropriate inferences from
other databases.
Without a type II Navajo diabetic database the role
of cultural influences on all aspects of the illness could
not be adequately assessed and incorporated into essential
health promotion and health maintenance programs.

And,

without the incorporation of cultural influences into the
health care regime, there is little chance of achieving a
satisfactory health status level for the noninsulin
dependent diabetic Navajo.
In addition to developing a beginning profile on
type II Navajo diabetics, this study was concerned with
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identifying the shape of each study variable's distribution
to determine which type of statistics (parametric/
nonresistant vs. nonparametric/resistant) was most
appropriate to use in numerical summarization.
Appropriateness, in this context, is a careful combination
of the most powerful and most accurate or representative
numerical summary.
Parametric statistics are to be preferred because
they are more powerful than nonparametric statistics.

But

parametric statistics may not accurately represent the data
being summarized if the dataset's distribution does not
meet certain underlying assumptions, the most important of
which is symmetry.

Most epidemiological studies rely on

parametric statistics for numerical summarization of
diabetic variables without having determined if the shape of
the variables' distributions met parametric assumptions.
The EDA techniques used in this study identified
skews in each of the study variable's datasets.

Given the

nature of the data, these skews were not unexpected since
the variables were number counts with a lower bound on the
data (e.g. initial age of 20 years, initial blood glucose
value of 120 mg/dl), but no upper bound.

This allowed the

values a comparatively free rein to expand at their upper
ranges, which inevitably produces positive skewing.

The use

of EDA techniques is especially valuable with exactly this
kind of data since EDA permits visual perception of the
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nature of each variable's skew.

Such knowledge is the basis

for determining the appropriateness of using parametric
statistics to numerically summarize the data.
Most of the skews identified in the datasets of
each study variable were not severe.

Therefore both

parametric statistics and nonparametric statistics could be
used to numerically summarize the data with acceptable
accuracy.

The distributions which did have skews severe

enough to require nonparametric numerical summarization were
the male, female, and total group blood glucose datasets,
and the male percent desired weight dataset.

For these

skewed datasets various transformation techniques are
available to reexpress the data.

Such reexpression induces

greater symmetry, thereby permitting more accurate
parametric statistical analyses.
EDA's reliance on graphical displays also permits
the analyst to identify unanticipated patterns or
alternative patterns that may characterize the data.

The

identification of an outlier in the age at diagnosis box
plot summary suggested the oldest age in the dataset might
not have been part of the rest of the distribution.

Placed

within a clinical perspective, the extremely late age at
diagnosis (age 83 years) was likely to have been due to a
missed earlier diagnosis.
Similarly, a clinical perspective of four blood
glucose outliers suggested the extremely elevated values
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may have been the result of late diagnoses.

The

possibility that these outliers were part of a different
dataset worthy of separate analysis can not be ignored,
however.

On the other hand, a clinical perspective of the

single outlier in the percent desired weight dataset merely
suggested that that individual had an extreme weight
problem.
In sum, clinical implications from EDA's resistant
nonparametric numerical summaries indicated moderately and
morbidly obese Navajo men and women between the ages of 3560 yeara and 25-70 years, respectively should be the target
population for comprehensive diabetic screening, treatment,
and health promotion programs.

Interpretive analysis of

EDA's graphical displays indicated that all datasets except
the men's, women's, and total group's blood glucose values,
and the men's percent desired weight could be accurately
summarized with parametric statistics.

The skewed datasets

would require numerical summarization with nonparametric
statistics because of asymmetry problems.

Finally, clinical

implications of unanticipated or alternative patterns
revealed by EDA's graphical displays indicated where there
was a good probability that the diagnosis of diabetes had
been late in the subject's illness process.
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AGENCY CONSENT

The nature and procedure of. the study to be conducted by
Veronica Evaneshko, RN, PhD, FAAN, Associate Professor, College
of Nursing, Arizona State University, concerning characteristics
of diabetes among Ganado-area Navajo diabetics have been explained
to me. I give permission for Dr. Evaneshko to conduct a review of
the Sage Memorial Hospital's patient charts forlthe purpose of
identifying and obtaining data on patients with a diagnosis of
juvenile and adult onset diabetes mellitus.
I understand that no Sage Memorial Hospital pati'ents will be
personally contacted by Dr. Evaneshko, that there are no known
risks to the sample population, and that confidentiality will be
assured through the reporting of grouped data only.
Dr. Evaneshko has agreed to provide Sage Memorial Hospital
with a full report of the completed study.
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